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This dissertation focuses on adjusting for confounding due to unmeasured cluster

covariates using generalized linear mixed models(GLMMs). In social epidemiology,

GLMMs are often used to model associations between health outcomes and predictors.

Those predictors may include individual-level factors such as personal characteristics,

and neighborhood-level factors such as average neighborhood house income. The

social epidemiology data are often collected using complex surveys. The following three

issues must be taken into account in order to find consistent estimates of parameters of

interest. The first issue is that the number of sampled neighborhoods is usually large but

the number of sampled individuals within each neighborhood is often small. The second

issue is that unequal sampling rates are often used to sample neighborhoods and

individuals within each neighborhood. The third issue is that neighborhood-level factors

are unmeasured. If those three issues are not handled correctly, estimated coefficients

could be seriously biased. In generalized linear mixed models, neighborhood-level

effects can be handled using a random intercept, and individual-level coefficients can

be consistently estimated by a pairwise conditional pseudo-likelihood (CPL) method.

The first aim of this dissertation is to apply the CPL method to multinomial, count,

and nonnegative continuous outcomes for finding individual-level coefficients. When

neighborhood factors are unmeasured and correlated with other covariates, estimators

based on a generalized linear mixed model are biased. A between-within model has
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been proposed to avoid the bias. However, when sample sizes within neighborhood are

small and the number of neighborhoods is large, a between-within model approach

to adjust for confounding due to unmeasured cluster covariates is itself prone to

bias. When neighborhood factors are unmeasured and sample sizes within each of

neighborhoods are small, sample means in each of neighborhoods are often used to

replace true neighborhood means, which introduces extra variations into models. In

those situations, neighborhood-level coefficients are attenuated. So the second aim of

this dissertation is to find the source of bias on the use of between-within models and to

correct attenuated neighborhood-level coefficients. The third aim of this dissertation is to

use model-based standardization to account for unmeasured confounding due to cluster

with complex survey data while estimating a marginal effect of an individual covariate.
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CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Introduction

This chapter will present a literature review regarding to the application of the

conditional pseudo-likelihood (CPL) method, bias and measurement error due to

unmeasured cluster covariates, and model-based standardization. Section 1.2

will present the review of literature regarding the application of the CPL method in

social epidemiology with complex survey data. Binary outcomes in logit models will

be introduced first and then ordinal outcomes in proportional odds models will be

introduced next. Section 1.3 will present the review of literature regarding to bias and

measurement error due to unmeasured cluster covariates. Bias in between-within

models due to unmeasured cluster covariates will be introduced first. Measurement

error in simple linear models and multiple linear models will be presented next. Section

1.4 will present the review of literature regarding to marginal effects in generalized

linear mixed models. The last section will present the review of literature regarding to

model-based standardizations in generalized linear mixed models.

1.2 Applications of the CPL Method

In 1974, Besag [4] first proposed the conditional pseudo-likelihood for approximate

inference in spatial process. The pseudo-likelihood was defined as the product of

the conditional densities of a single observation given its nearest-neighbors. In 1978,

Breslow et al. [5] first noted that a conditional density of an observation given a pair

of observations in matched case-control study could be expressed as an ordinary

logistic regression without intercept. In 1987, Liang [24] further studied the conditional

likelihood in a stratified case-control study. The conditional likelihood was defined as

the product of the densities given the sum of a pair of outcomes based on all possible

pairs of observations within each stratum. In 2010, Graubard et al. [20] extended the

conditional pseudo-likelihood method to survey data and used special programming for
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estimating the parameters of interest. In 2010, Brumback et al. [8] first used SAS PROC

SURVEYLOGISTIC for estimating the parameters of interest and greatly simplified the

programming. The CPL method was applied to an analysis of 2009 National Health

Interview Survey (NHIS) public-use data in 2010 [8] and to an analysis of the 2008

Florida Behavior Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) survey data in 2012 [10].

More details about the application of the CPL method will be presented in the rest of this

Section.

In social epidemiology, geographic neighborhood is viewed as an important

determinant of health behaviors and outcomes. The effects of measured or unmeasured

neighborhood characteristics on health behaviors and outcomes might be interesting

to researchers and even cannot be ignored in some situations. So health behaviors

and outcomes could depend on both individual characteristics and corresponding

neighborhood characteristics. Effects of neighborhood characteristics can be modeled

using a random intercept in data analyses.

Suppose a population includes M clusters and Ni individuals per cluster and the

outcome studied is whether an individual has a certain health behavior such as tooth

hygiene, physical exercise, alcohol consumption, smoking, drug abuse and addiction,

and so on. Such health behaviors are not only related to personal characteristics

but also possibly related to corresponding neighborhood characteristics. Let i =

1, ...,M index neighborhood in the population and j = 1, ...,Ni index individual within

a given i th neighborhood. Suppose Yij is an outcome, Xij is a vector of individual-level

characteristics, and bi is a vector of neighborhood-level characteristics. The following

generalized linear mixed model [1] can be used to model the association between

outcomes and two levels of characteristics,

E(Yij |Xi , bi) = h(bi + Xijβ), (1–1)
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where h is an inverse link function and β are the parameters of interest. Further assume

that the M neighborhoods are sampled independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)

from a super-population of neighborhoods, so the (Yi ,Xi , bi ), i = 1, ...,Mi , are i.i.d.

The CPL method has been developed and applied to the response which is a binary

outcome or an ordinal outcome.

1.2.1 The CPL Method for Binary Outcomes

All settings for model (1–1) are retained but further assume that the response

is a binary outcome. Therefore, Yij |(bi ,Xi) ∼ Ber(pij), pij = expit(bi + Xijβ), Xi =

{Xi1, ...,XiNi}. The following generalized linear mixed model can be used to model

associations between an outcome and covariates,

E(Yij |Xi , bi) = expit(bi + Xijβ). (1–2)

When the number of neighborhoods is large, then the number of bi we need to

estimate is also large. When complex cluster sampling is used for collecting data

in social epidemiology and the sample size within each cluster is usually small, the

standard maximum likelihood theory is invalid. Neyman and Scott [27] showed that

when the number of nuisance parameters tends toward infinity as the sample size

grows, the estimated β are biased. There are two approaches to avoid the bias. One is

the conditional likelihood method which conditions on sufficient statistics for bi to avoid

estimating nuisance parameters. The second one is a generalized linear mixed model

which treats neighborhood effects bi as random effects that are assumed to follow a

normal distribution.

The conditional likelihood method will be chosen to estimate the parameters of

interest and eliminate the nuisance parameters in the first goal of this dissertation. More

specifically, a pairwise conditional pseudo-likelihood method will be used to estimate the

parameters of interest and eliminate the nuisance parameters. Suppose ni individuals

are randomly sampled per cluster, then all possible pairs within each cluster are formed.
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There are ni(ni − 1)/2 pairs in total per cluster whenever ni is greater than 1. Let (Yij ,Yil)

denote a pair of outcomes and Sijl = Yij + Yil . According to model (1–2), the joint

distribution of (Yij ,Yil) given Sijl , Xi , and bi can be derived as follows

P(Yij = 1,Yil = 0|Sijl = 1,Xi , bi) =
P(Yij = 1,Yil = 0|Xi , bi)
P(Sijl = 1|Xi , bi)

=
P(Yij = 1,Yil = 0|Xi , bi)

P(Yij = 1,Yil = 0|Xi , bi) + P(Yij = 0,Yil = 1|Xi , bi)

=
P(Yij = 1|Xi , bi)P(Yil = 0|Xi , bi)

P(Yij = 1|Xi , bi)P(Yil = 0|Xi , bi) + P(Yij = 0|Xi , bi)P(Yil = 1|Xi , bi)

=
eXijβ

eXijβ + eXilβ

=
e(Xij−Xil )β

1 + e(Xij−Xil )β
,

Similarly,

P(Yij = 0,Yil = 1|Sijl = 1,Xi , bi) =
e(Xil−Xij )β

1 + e(Xil−Xij )β
=

1

1 + e(Xij−Xil )β
,

P(Yij = 1,Yil = 1|Sijl = 2,Xi , bi) = P(Yij = 0,Yil = 0|Sijl = 0,Xi , bi) = 1.

So pairs with Sijl = 2 or Sijl = 0 have no contributions to the likelihood function

for estimating β. All pairs with Yij = Yil can be dropped from the likelihood function.

By dropping pairs with Yij = Yil , it can reduce the size of a data set and speed up the

computation of programming. The likelihood function for estimating β has the following

form

L(β;Xi ,Yi) =
M∏
i=1

ni−1∏
j=1

ni∏
l=j+1

(
e(Xij−Xil )β

1 + e(Xij−Xil )β

)Yijl ( 1

1 + e(Xij−Xil )β

)1−Yijl
(1–3)

Likelihood function (1–3) can be viewed as an ordinary logistic regression model with

a new covariate Xijl = Xij − Xil , a new response Yijl = Yij , and no intercept within

i th neighborhood. Breslow et al. [5] first noted that a conditional maximum likelihood

method for matched pairs is equivalent to an ordinary logistic regression without using

intercept. Therefore, β can be estimated by using standard logistic regression such as

SAS SURVEYPROC LOGISTIC. The following is the SAS code for estimating β.
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proc surveylogistic data=all_pairs;

ods output ParameterEstimates=one_estimates;

model Y_ijl=X_ijl/link=logit noint;

cluster i;

run;

Now suppose ni individuals are sampled per cluster by using unequal sampling

rates, then sampling weights must be taken into account in the above likelihood function.

LetWijl = WijWil whereWij andWil are the reciprocals of sampling rates for Yij and Yil ,

likelihood function (1–3) can be written as

LW (β;Xi ,Yi) =
M∏
i=1

ni−1∏
j=1

ni∏
l=j+1

([
e(Xij−Xil )β

1 + e(Xij−Xil )β

]Yijl [ 1

1 + e(Xij−Xil )β

]1−Yijl)Wijl
(1–4)

Graubard et al. [20] extended the conditional pseudo-likelihood method to survey data

and used special programming for estimating β. Brumback et al. [8] first used SAS

PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC for estimating β and greatly simplified the programming. Now

the pairwise conditional pseudo-likelihood method can be used to estimate β, all pairs

within each of clusters will be treated as if they were independent. The following is the

SAS code for estimating β.

proc surveylogistic data=all_pairs;

ods output ParameterEstimates=one_estimates;

model Y_ijl=X_ijl/link=logit noint;

cluster i;

weight W_ijl;

run;

1.2.2 The CPL Method for Ordinal Outcomes

The CPL method was applied to a binary outcome first. After that, the CPL method

was applied to an ordinal outcome by Brumback et al. [9]. All settings for model (1–1)

are retained except that the response is an ordinal outcome with K categories. Let
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Yij be an ordinal outcome for individual j in i th neighborhood and the value of Yij be k

where k = 1, ...,K . The proportional odds model can be written as

P(Yij ≤ k |Xi , bi) = expit(Xijβ + αk + bi), k = 1, ...,K − 1, (1–5)

where αk is increasing with k, since P(Yij ≤ k |Xi , bi) increases in k. Let (Yij ,Yil) be one

of all possible paired outcomes within the i th neighborhood. Let Vkij = 1 if Yij ≤ k and

Vkij = 0 otherwise and Skijl = Vkij + Vkil . So the joint distribution of Yij < k and Yil > k

given Xi , bi , and Skijl = 1 can be written as

P(Yij ≤ k ,Yil > k |Xi , bi ,Skijl = 1)

=
P(Yij ≤ k ,Yil > k |Xi , bi)
P(Skijl = 1|Xi , bi)

=
P(Yij ≤ k ,Yil > k |Xi , bi)

P(Yij ≤ k ,Yil > k |Xi , bi) + P(Yij > k ,Yil ≤ k |Xi , bi)

=
P(Yij ≤ k |Xi , bi)P(Yil > k |Xi , bi)

P(Yij ≤ k |Xi , bi)P(Yil > k |Xi , bi) + P(Yij > k |Xi , bi)P(Yil ≤ k |Xi , bi)

=
exp((Xij − Xil)β)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

Similarly,

P(Yij > k ,Yil ≤ k |Xi , bi ,Skijl = 1) =
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

P(Yij > k ,Yil > k |Xi , bi ,Skijl = 2) = P(Yij ≤ k ,Yil ≤ k |Xi , bi ,Skijl = 0) = 1

Let Lkijl(β;Vkij ,Vkil) denote the likelihood for each of above joint distributions.

Treating all pairs within a neighborhood as independent and treating all pairs for different

k as independent, the composite conditional likelihood [32] can be written as

L(β) =
K−1∏
k=1

M∏
i=1

Ni−1∏
j=1

Ni∏
l=j+1

Lkijl(β;Vkij ,Vkil). (1–6)

When unequal sampling rates are used for sampling individuals, sampling weights

must be taken into account. LetWijl = WijWil whereWij andWil are the reciprocals
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of sampling rates for Yij and Yil . The weighted composite conditional likelihood can be

written as

LW (β) =

K−1∏
k=1

m∏
i=1

ni−1∏
j=1

ni∏
l=j+1

(Lkijl(β;Vkil ,Vkil))
wijl . (1–7)

Data must be transformed in order to use the SAS SURVEYLOGISTIC procedure.

The new covariate is Xijl = Xij − Xil and the new outcome is Ykijl = 1 when P(Yij ≤

k ,Yil > k |Xi , bi ,Skijl = 1) or Ykijl = 0 when P(Yij > k ,Yil ≤ k |Xi , bi ,Skijl = 1). All pairs

with Vij = Vil can be dropped out from computation because they do not contribute to

the likelihood function for estimating β. By dropping pairs with Vij = Vil , one can reduce

the size of a data set and speed up the computation of programming. The following is

the SAS code for estimating β.

proc surveylogistic data=all_pairs;

ods output ParameterEstimates=one_estimates;

model Y_kijl=X_ijl/link=glogit noint;

cluster i;

weight W_ijl;

run;

The CPL method can also be applied to count outcomes and nonnegative

continuous outcomes. The first aim of this dissertation is to develop methods to apply

the CPL method to count outcomes and nonnegative continuous outcomes, which will

extend the scope of the application of the CPL method.

1.3 Bias and Measurement Error

1.3.1 Bias in Between-Within Models

We will focus on inconsistent estimators which do not converge in probability to

the true values of parameters as sample size increases. Inconsistent estimators are

also biased estimators. Bias is the expected deviation of an estimate from the true

quantity to be estimated [2]. Bias is also referred to as systematic errors that decrease
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the validity of estimates. Bias is different from random errors that decrease the precision

of estimates. Bias can happen in seven different stages of research including literature

review, study design, study execution, data collection, analysis, interpretation of results,

and publication. When an estimator θ̂ of a parameter θ converges to θ + b as sample

size increases, then θ̂ has asymptotic bias b. The bias we focus in this subsection is

confounding bias due to unmeasured cluster covariates. That bias will not disappear by

only increasing the number of sampled neighborhoods.

Brumback et al. [7, 10] have been investigating racial and ethnic disparities in

dental preventive care using complex survey data from the 2008 Florida Behavioral Risk

Factors Surveillance System (BRFSS). They want to know whether estimated health

disparities based on race/ethnicity might disappear or even reverse when unmeasured

neighborhood characteristics are included in the model. In the BRFSS survey data,

some sample sizes within neighborhoods are usually very small and the number of

neighborhoods is large, then the number of nuisance parameters to be estimated

is also large. Neyman and Scott [27] pointed out that ordinary maximum likelihood

estimators are biased. There are several approaches to avoid the bias. The generalized

linear mixed model (GLMM) [1] is one possible approach, which treats unmeasured

neighborhood characteristics as normal random variables. However, when unmeasured

neighborhood characteristics are correlated with other covariates and sample sizes

within each neighborhood are small, estimators are biased [7, 10, 22, 25]. Consider a

simple linear mixed model

Yij = bi + Xijβ + ϵij , (1–8)

where i = 1, ...,m, j = 1, ..., ni , Xij ∼ (0,σ2x ), bi ∼ (0,σ2b), ϵij ∼ N(0,σ2ϵ ), and ϵij is

independent of both bi and Xij . When ni = n for all i and m goes to infinity, Neuhaus and

McCulloch [25] showed the probability limit of the estimated β is

β̂gls
pr−→ β +

σxb
σ2x

σ2ϵ
σ2ϵ + (n − 1)σ2b

, (1–9)
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where σxb is the covariance between bi and Xij . The above estimated β is unbiased

when bi is not correlated with Xij or sample size n in neighborhood is large; otherwise, it

is biased.

In social epidemiology, between-within models [25, 26, 31] are very popular for

adjusting for confounding due to unmeasured neighborhood characteristics in order to

avoid the bias. Schemph and Kaufman [30] support using between-within models more

often for accounting for contextual confounding.

Recently, bias estimators based on between-within models have been reported.

Brumback et al. [7, 10] present a simulation study to show that when a link function is a

logit function, estimated parameters can be bias. The reason for the bias is not clear, so

further research is needed.

1.3.2 Measurement Error in LMs

In social epidemiology, surveys and interviews are often used for collecting data

such as salt intake, house income, hours of daily exercise, and many others. They often

suffer from much measurement error. It is well known that naive estimators are biased

without considering measurement error[3, 11–14].

Measurement error causes bias in parameter estimation. There are two common

types of measurement error models including a classical measurement error model and

a Berkson measurement error model. Let X and W denote unobserved and observed

values of a measurement. Let U denote measurement error. The classical measurement

error model is of the form

W = X + U, E(U|X ) = 0. (1–10)

The Berkson measurement error model is of the form

X =W + U, E(U|W ) = 0. (1–11)

This subsection will present more details about the classical measurement error in a

simple linear model and a multiple linear model.
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Let us look at a simple linear model first and see how measurement error leads to

biased coefficients. Assume Yi |Xi = β0 + β1Xi + ϵi , where ϵi ∼ N(0,σ2e), Xi ∼ N(µX ,σ2X ).

Assume a normal classical measurement error model, soWi = Xi + ui , where ui ∼

N(0,σ2u) and ui⊥{Yi ,Xi , ϵi}. Then we can have a naive model

Yi = β∗
0 + β

∗
1Wi + δi , (1–12)

According to the least squares estimators,

β̂∗
1 =
Σni=1(Wi − W̄ )(Yi − Ȳ )
Σni=1(Wi − W̄ )2

=
SWY
SWW

, (1–13)

where SWY = (n − 1)−1Σni=1(Wi − W̄ )(Yi − Ȳ ) and SWW = (n − 1)−1Σni=1(Wi − W̄ )2.

Therefore, as n goes to ∞ ,

β∗
1 =

σWY
σ2W

=
σ2X

σ2X + σ
2
u

β1,

β∗
0 = β0 +

σ2u
σ2X + σ

2
u

β1µX .

So we see the naive estimate of β∗
1 is always attenuated as long as σ2u is not zero.

Now suppose multiple covariates are measured with error and Xi is a p dimensional

column vector, we have a linear model as follows

Yi = β0 + X
′
i β1 + ϵi , i = 1, .., n, (1–14)

which is equivalent to

Yi − Ȳ = (X ′
i − X̄ ′)β1 + ϵi , i = 1, .., n, (1–15)

where Ȳ = β0 + X̄ ′β1 = n
−1Σni=1Yi . According to the least squares estimators,

β̂1 = (X
′X )−1X ′Y = S−1

XXSXY . β̂1 = S−1
XXSXY will be used very often in the rest of

this section so they will be called the centered form of least squares estimators. A
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normal classical measurement error model is defined as follows

Wi = Xi + ui , where ui ∼ N(0,Σuu) (1–16)

and ui is independent of Xi and Yi . The naive model is

Yi = β∗
0 +W

′
i β

∗
1 + ϵ

∗
i , i=1, .., n. (1–17)

According to the centered form of least squares estimators, β̂∗
1 = S

−1
WWSWY . Therefore,

as n goes to ∞, then

β∗
1 = Σ

−1
WWΣWY = Σ

−1
WWΣXY = (ΣXX +Σuu)

−1ΣXXβ1 (1–18)

(See Buonaccorsi [11] P. 109). So β∗
1 is biased as long as Σuu is not a zero matrix.

1.4 Marginal Effect

A marginal effect of a covariate on an outcome is frequently referred to as a

population-averaged effect. Researchers might be interested in estimating a marginal

effect. The estimated β in previous sections does not represent a marginal effect of

a corresponding covariate on an outcome. This section will give more details about

marginal effects.

Suppose that GLMMs are used to model associations between health outcomes

and covariates as follows

E(Yij |Xi , bi) = h(bi + Xijβ), (1–19)

bi = q(Xi , γ) + τϕi , (1–20)

where q(Xi , γ) is a function of Xi and γ. A neighborhood is denoted by i , i = 1, ...M; and

an individual within-neighborhood is denoted by j , j = 1, ...,Ni ; Yij is a health outcome

or social behavior; h is an inverse link function, bi is a vector of neighborhood-level

covariates; Xij is a vector of individual-level covariates, Xi = {Xi1, ...,Xij}, and ϕi ∼

N(0, 1). The estimated β in model (1–19) are subject-level effects of covariates and not

population-averaged effects of covariates when the link function g is a logit function.
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Based on the approach presented by Brumback et al. [6], a marginal effect can be

characterized as follows

θ = g

(∫
h(bi + xijβ)dF

∗(bi)

)
− g

(∫
h(bi + (xij − 1)β)dF ∗(bi)

)
, (1–21)

where F ∗() is a cumulative distribution of bi . Formula (1–21) is a general form for

a marginal effect. If a link function g is an identity function, a log function, or a logit

function, then a marginal effect is defined as risk difference, log relative risk, or log odds

ratio, respectively. Without loss generality, Xij is assumed to be a single covariate from

now on in this section.

When the link function g is an identity function, then the inverse link function h is

an identity function.The marginal effect in this case is a risk difference. Formula (1–21)

becomes

θ =

∫
(bi + xijβ)dF

∗(bi)−
∫
(bi + (xij − 1)β)dF ∗(bi)

= (E(bi) + xijβ)− (E(bi) + (xij − 1)β) = β.

We see subject-level effect is identical to the population-averaged effect when h is an

identity function.

When the link function g is a log function, then the inverse link function h is an

exponential function. The marginal effect in this case is a log relative risk. Formula

(1–21) becomes

θ = log

(∫
ebi+xijβdF ∗(bi)

)
− log

(∫
ebi+(xij−1)βdF ∗(bi)

)
= β.

When the link function g is a logit function, then the inverse link function h is an

expit function. The marginal effect in this case is a log odds ratio. Formula (1–21)

becomes

θ = logit

(∫
expit(bi + xijβ)dF

∗(bi)

)
− logit

(∫
expit(bi + (xij − 1)β)dF ∗(bi)

)
̸= β.
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In this case, the estimated β are not a population-averaged effect of a covariate

or a marginal effect. The marginal effect must be computed based on formula (1–21).

When X̄i is available and bi is a linear function of X̄i and γ, Stata’s gllamm can be

directly used to estimate all parameters. Brumback et al. [10] presented details about

how to apply Stata gllamm with complex survey data. When X̄i is not available but

bi is still assumed to be a linear function of X̄i and γ, weighted sample means within

each of neighborhoods are often used to replace the X̄i . Simulations [10] show that the

estimated β are biased, so the marginal effect based on formula (1–21) will be biased

too.

1.5 Model-Based Standardization

Standardization is the process of making things of the same type have the same

basic features [15]. Standardization is widely used in many different ways in statistics.

A standard normal deviate is the most frequently used application of standardization.

The standard normal deviate measures the distance between a random variable and the

mean of the random variable in units of the standard deviation [2].

Standardization methods are often used to adjust for the effects of age, sex,

and other possible factors, in the comparison of specific rates between two or more

populations [2]. Indirect and direct standardization are the two most widely used

methods for standardized rates in epidemiology. For example, a directly standardized

rate is defined as the sum of weighted rates as follows:

rS =

I∑
i=1

Ni
N
ri , (1–22)

where N =
∑I
i=1Ni , Ni is the total number of people in group i in a standard population

and ri is a crude rate of group i in a study population. So the directly standardized rate

is nothing more than weighted averaging of corresponding rates. This standardization is

computationally simple but it heavily relies on the choice of the standard population.
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Indirect and direct standardization are also referred to as non-parametric methods

which tend to suffer from instability (low precision) [21]. As a result, parametric

estimators have been proposed for high precision. Parametric estimators are also

referred to as model-based standardized estimators. Greenland [21] proposed a

general approach for constructing estimators of standardized parameters using

generalized linear models and showed that model-based estimators could have

an exceptionally simple form in some common special cases. The main difference

between nonparametric standardization and model-based standardization is the type of

measurements being standardized. Nonparametric standardization finds weighted crude

measurements. Model-based standardization finds weighted fitted measurements.

Model-based standardization can be used to standardize measurements of both

association and effect. Rothman [29] presented the differences between association

and effect. ”A measure of effect compares what would happen to one population under

two possible but distinct life courses or conditions, of which at most only one can occur.

It is a theoretical concept insofar as it is logically impossible to observe the population

under both conditions, and hence it is logically impossible to see directly the size of the

effect. In contrast, a measure of association compares what happens in two distinct

populations, although the two distinct populations may correspond to one population in

different time periods. Subject to physical and social limitations, we can observe both

populations and so can directly observe an association”. Since an effect of a factor

measures the difference of population characteristics under two distinct conditions or

life courses, the effect of a factor is often called potential-outcome or counterfactual

measure.

Let Y , X , and Z denote outcome, exposure, and confounder. The outcome model,

the regression of Y on X and Z , can be written as follows:

E(Y |X = x ,Z = z) = h(α+ xβ + zγ), (1–23)
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where h is an inverse link function. Let
∑
w(z)=1 andW be a set of weights w(z) which

denote a standard distribution for potential confounder Z . Then the regression of Y on

X standardized toW is the average of E(Y |X = x ,Z = z) weighted by w(z) and it can

be written as

EW (Y |X = x) =
∑
Z

w(z)E(Y |X = x ,Z = z). (1–24)

If Y is binary, then (1–24) can be rewritten as

PW (Y |X = x) =
∑
Z

w(z)P(Y |X = x ,Z = z). (1–25)

There are several approaches to model-based standardization. One approach is to use

model-fitted outcome in (1–24). Model-based standardization has some nice properties.

When the outcome model is of the additive form, then (1–23) can be written as

E(Y |X = x ,Z = z) = α+ xβ + zγ, (1–26)

then EW (Y |X = x + 1)− EW (Y |X = x) is the standardized difference for a unit increase

in X, which is equal to the coefficient of covariate X , regardless of the weighting W.

When the outcome model is of the log-additive form, then (1–23) can be written as

E(Y |X = x ,Z = z) = exp(α+ xβ + zγ), (1–27)

then

EW (Y |X = x + 1) =
∑
z

w(z)exp(α+ (x + 1)β + zγ)

=
∑
z

w(z)exp(α+ xβ + zγ)exp(β)

= EW (Y |X = x)exp(β),

so log[EW (Y |X = x+1)/EW (Y |X = x)] is the log standardized ratio for a unit increase in

X, which is equal to the X coefficient, regardless of the weightingW . When the outcome

model is of the logit form, those nice properties do not carry over. The third aim of this
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dissertation is to find a reasonable approach to compute a model-based standardized

effect for complex survey data.
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CHAPTER 2
THE CPL METHOD

2.1 Introduction

Brumback et al.[8, 10] have developed the CPL method for binary and ordinal

outcomes with complex survey data. This chapter will extend the scope of the

applications of the CPL method with complex survey data. In Section 2.2, the CPL

method will be applied to multinomial outcomes in baseline category models. In Section

2.3, the CPL method will be applied to count outcomes in loglinear models. In Section

2.4, the CPL method will applied to nonnegative continuous outcomes in loglinear

models. In Section 2.5, the CPL method will be applied to the 2008 Florida BRFSS

survey data to access the associations between average alcohol consumption and

individual characteristics. This chapter will develop the methods of applying the CPL

method to various types of outcomes and will show why those methods work. The SAS

code corresponding to different types of outcomes will be provided as well.

2.2 Multinomial Outcomes in Baseline Category Logit Models

Suppose a population includes M clusters and Ni individuals per cluster and the

response studied is a multinomial outcome such as categories of an individual’s body

mass index, days of physical exercises each week, and so on. Such health outcomes

and behaviors are related to not only personal characteristics but also neighborhood

characteristics. Let i = 1, ...,M index neighborhood in population and j = 1, ...,Ni

index individual within a given neighborhood. Suppose Yij is a multinomial outcome with

K categories, Xij denotes an individual characteristic, and bi denotes a neighborhood

characteristic. Assume that Yij give bi and Xi independently follows MN(π1, ..., πK),

Xi = {Xi1, ...,XiNi}. There are many models such as a baseline category logit model,

an adjacent categories logit model, and a cumulative logit model, which can be used to

model associations between a multinomial outcome and covariates. The CPL method

will be applied to the baseline category logit models. The baseline category logit
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model for above data can be written as

log
P(Yij = k |Xi , bi)
P(Yij = K |Xi , bi)

= Xijβk + αk + bi , k = 1, ...,K − 1, (2–1)

where βk are the parameters of interest.

Suppose ni individuals are randomly sampled per cluster; then all possible pairs

within each cluster are formed. There are ni(ni − 1)/2 pairs in total per cluster whenever

ni is greater than 1. Let (Yij ,Yil) denote an arbitrary pair of outcomes within a cluster.

By applying (2–1), the conditional likelihood that Yij = k and Yil = K given Xi , bi , and

Sijl = {(Yij = k ,Yil = K) or (Yij = K ,Yil = k) for k ̸= K} equals

Lijl(β;Yij ,Yil) = P(Yij = k ,Yil = K |Xi , bi ,Sijl)

=
exp((Xij − Xil)βk)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)βk)

.

Similarly, the conditional likelihood that Yij = K and Yil = k given Xi , bi , and Sijl =

{(Yij = k ,Yil = K) or (Yij = K ,Yil = k) for k ̸= K} equals

Lijl(β;Yij ,Yil) = P(Yij = K ,Yil = k |Xi , bi ,Sijl)

=
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)βk)
.

The conditional likelihood that Yij = k1 and Yil = k2 given Xi , bi , and Sijl = {(Yij =

k1,Yil = k2) or (Yij = k2,Yil = k1) for k1 ̸= k2, k1 ̸= K , and k2 ̸= K} equals

Lijl(β;Yij ,Yil) = P(Yij = k1,Yil = k2|Xi , bi ,Sijl)

=
exp((Xij − Xil)βk1 + (Xil − Xij)βk2))
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)βk1 + (Xil − Xij)βk2))

.

Similarly, the conditional likelihood that Yij = k2 and Yil = k1 given Xi , bi , and Sijl =

{(Yij = k1,Yil = k2) or (Yij = k2,Yil = k1) for k1 ̸= k2, k1 ̸= K , and k2 ̸= K} equals

Lijl(β;Yij ,Yil) = P(Yij = k2,Yil = k1|Xi , bi ,Sijl)

=
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)βk1 + (Xil − Xij)βk2))
.
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The conditional likelihood Lijl(β,Yij ,Yil) that Yij = Yil = k given that (Yij ,Yil) = (k , k)

have no contributions for estimating βk . Using the CPL method, all pairs within each

cluster from sample data are treated as if they were independent, so the conditional

likelihood function for estimating βk is

L(β) =
m∏
i=1

ni−1∏
j=1

ni∏
l=j+1

Lijl(β,Yij ,Yil). (2–2)

The proof that the expectation of the score function S(β) is zero is presented in

Appendix A.

Now, suppose unequal sample rates are used for collecting data. LetWij andWil

denote the reciprocals of sampling rates for Yij and Yil , respectively, soWijl = Wij ∗Wil

denotes the weight of the pair of outcomes, then the likelihood function for sample data

can be written as follows:

LW (β) =
m∏
i=1

ni−1∏
j=1

ni∏
l=j+1

(Lijl(β,Yij ,Yil))
Wijl . (2–3)

The weights in (2–3) are survey weights, rather than precision weights, and as such

must be correctly specified to ensure a consistent estimator. The derivative of the log

of LW (β) is an unbiased estimating equation for β, assuming that our baseline category

logit model (2–1) is correct, that our weights wijl are correct, all within-cluster pairs in

the population have a positive probability of selection into the sample, and that the

expectation of the score function is 0.

The SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC can be used for estimating βk . In order to

use the SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC, data have to be transformed as follows. For

convenience, assume K has three categories in this case.

When Yij = 1 and Yil = 3, then the new response is Yijl = 1 and the new covariates

are Xijl1 = Xij − Xil and Xijl2 = 0.

When Yij = 2 and Yil = 3, then the new response is Yijl = 1 and the new covariates

are Xijl1 = 0 and Xijl2 = Xij − Xil .
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When Yij = 3 and Yil = 1, then the new response is Yijl = 0 and the new covariates

are Xijl1 = Xij − Xil and Xijl2 = 0.

When Yij = 3 and Yil = 2, then the new response is Yijl = 0 and the new covariates

are Xijl1 = 0 and Xijl2 = Xij − Xil .

When Yij = 1 and Yil = 2, then the new response is Yijl = 1 and the new covariates

are Xijl1 = Xij − Xil and Xijl2 = Xil − Xij .

When Yij = 2 and Yil = 1, then the new response is Yijl = 0 and the new covariates

are Xij1 = Xij − Xil , and Xijl2 = Xil − Xij .

Now we can use the standard software for an ordinary logistic regression with

transformed complex survey data (Yijl , Xijl1, Xijl2), andWijl for estimating βk .

proc surveylogistic data=all_pairs;

ods output ParameterEstimates=one_estimates;

cluster i;

model Y_ijl(ref=’0’)=X_ijl1 X_ijl2/link=glogit noint;

Weight W_ijl;

run;

A simulation study shows that when the selection bias is strong, ignoring sampling

weights could result in a strongly biased estimate of β. The simulation study is

conducted as follows. A population data set is generated based on the following model

log
P(Yij = k |Xi , bi)
P(Yij = K |Xi , bi)

= Xijβk + αk + X̄iγ + τ
2δi , k = 1, ...,K − 1, (2–4)

where β1 = 1, β2 = 2, α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.4, γ = −1, τ 2 = 1, i = 1, ..., 1000, and

j = 1, ..., 1000. Data Xij , Yij , and δi are generated as follows: ui ∼ N(0, 1), δi ∼ N(0, 1),

Xij ∼ Ber(expit(ui)), Yij ∼ multinomial(p1, p2, p3), p1 = exp1/p, p2 = exp2/p, p3 = 1/p,

p = 1+exp1+exp2, exp1 = exp(Xijβ1+α1+ X̄iγ+δi), and exp2 = exp(Xijβ2+α2+ X̄iγ+δi).

100 simulation data sets are sampled according to follows.
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Table 2-1. Simulation Results for a Multinomial Distribution Based on 100 Simulation
Data Sets Using the CPL Method (True β1 = 1 and β2 = 2)

Coefficient Using Weight Mean SD Range 95% CI for Mean
β1 Yes 1.003 0.200 (0.553, 1.621) (0.957, 1.043)
β2 Yes 2.026 0.181 (1.577, 2.707) (1.990, 2.062)
β1 No -0.383 0.201 (-0.842, 0.232) (-0.423, -0.343)
β2 No 1.332 0.181 (0.883, 2.020) (1.296, 1.368)

1. When Xij = 0 and Yij = 1, the sample rate is set to 0.004 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1/4.

2. When Xij = 0 and Yij = 2, the sample rate is set to 0.003 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1/3.

3. When Xij = 0 and Yij = 3, the sample rate is set to 0.002 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1/2.

4. When Xij = 1 and Yij = 1, the sample rate is set to 0.002 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1/2.

5. When Xij = 1 and Yij = 2, the sample rate is set to 0.003 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1/3.

6. When Xij = 1 and Yij = 3, the sample rate is set to 0.004 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1/4.

The CPL method is applied to 100 simulation sample data sets with and without

using sampling weights. Estimated β are presented in Table 2-1. From Table 2-1, we see

that the 95% confidence intervals of our estimate of β without using sampling weights do

not cover the true values of β but the 95% confidence intervals of our estimate of β with

using sampling weights do. We also see that their relative biases of our estimates of β1

and β2 without using weights are -138.3% and -33.4% on average, respectively.

2.3 Count Outcomes in Loglinear Models

Suppose a population include M clusters and Ni individuals per cluster and the

response studied is a count outcome such as the number of sick days in one year, the

number of cigarette smoked in one day, etc. Such health outcomes and behaviors are
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related to not only personal characteristics but also neighborhood characteristics. Let

i = 1, ...,M index neighborhoods in the population and j = 1, ...,Ni index individuals

within a given neighborhood. Suppose Yij is a count outcome, Xij denotes an individual

characteristic, and bi denotes a neighborhood characteristic. Assume that Yij given bi

and Xi independently follows Poisson(λij) where Xi = {Xi1, ...,XiNi}, The following

generalized linear model can be used to model associations between outcomes and

covariates.

h(E(Yij |Xi , bi)) = bi + Xijβ, (2–5)

where h is a log function and β are parameters of interest. Therefore, λij = exp(bi+Xijβ).

Suppose ni individuals are randomly sampled per cluster, then all possible pairs

within each cluster are formed. There are ni(ni − 1)/2 pairs in total per cluster whenever

ni is greater than 1. Let Sijl = Yij + Yil and (Yij ,Yil) denote a pair of outcomes, then

Sijl ∼ Poisson(λij + λil). See Casella et al.[16] for more details about the distribution of

the sum of two independent random variables. By applying (2–5), the joint distribution of

(Yij ,Yil) given Sijl , Xi , and bi can be derived as follows:

P(Yij ,Yil |Sijl ,Xi , bi) =
P(Yij ,Yil ,Sijl |Xi , bi)
P(Sijl |Xi , bi)

=
P(Yij |Xi , bi)P(Yil |Xi , bi)
P(Yij + Yil |Xi , bi)

=
λ
yij
ij exp(−λij)
Yij !

λYilil exp(−λil)
Yil !

(Yij + Yij)!

(λij + λil)Yij+Yijexp(−(λij + λil))

=
(Yil + Yil)!

Yij !Yil !

(exp(bi + Xijβ))
Yij (exp(bi + Xilβ))

Yil

(exp(bi + Xijβ) + exp(bi + Xilβ))
Yij+Yil

=
(Yil + Yil)!

Yij !Yil !

(
exp(Xijβ)

exp(Xijβ) + exp(Xilβ)

)Yij ( exp(Xilβ)

exp(Xijβ) + exp(Xilβ)

)Yil

P(Yij ,Yil |Sijl ,Xi , bi) =
(Yil + Yil)!

Yij !Yil !

(
exp((Xij − Xil)β)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)Yij ( 1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)Sijl−Yij
(2–6)

Using the CPL method, all pairs within each neighborhood from sample data are treated

as if they are independent, so the conditional likelihood function for all pairs within each
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neighborhood can be written as follows:

L(β|Xi , bi) =
M∏
i=1

ni−1∏
j=1

ni∏
l=j+1

(Yil + Yil)!

Yij !Yil !

(
exp((Xij − Xil)β)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)Yij ( 1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)Yil
(2–7)

The proof that the expectation of the log of L(β|Xi , bi) is equal to zero will be presented

in next section.

Two approaches can be used to interpret the above results. The first approach is

to treat the right hand side of (2–6) as two independent observations. Brumback et al.[9]

first interpreted the right hand side of (2–6) using two independent observations. The

first observation has a covariate Xijl = Xij − Xil , no intercept, an outcome Yijl = 1, and

a weightWijl = Yij ; the second observation has a covariate Xijl = Xij − Xil , no intercept,

an outcome Yijl = 0, and a weightWijl = Yil . So β can be estimated by using the SAS

SURVEYLOGISTIC PROCEDURE. The second approach is to treat the right hand

side of (2–6) as a binomial distribution with pijl = exp((Xij −Xil)β)/(1 + exp((Xij −Xil)β)),

the number of trials Sijl = Yij + Yil , the number of successes of trials n = Yij , and

weights wijl = 1. Similarly, β can be estimated by using the SAS SURVEYLOGISTIC

PROCEDURE.

Now, suppose the unequal sample is used for collecting data. LetWij andWil

denote the reciprocals of sampling rates for Yij and Yil , respectively, soWijl = Wij ∗Wil

denotes the weight of the pair of outcomes (Yij ,Yil), then the likelihood function of a pair

of observations can be written as follows:

LWijl (β|Xi , bi) =

(
(Yil + Yil)!

Yij !Yil !

(
exp((Xij − Xil)β)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)Yij ( 1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)Sijl−Yij)Wijl
.

(2–8)

The derivative of the log of LWijl (β|Xi , bi) is an unbiased estimating equation for β

assuming that our loglinear model (2–5) is correct, that our weightsWijl are correct, that

all within-cluster pairs in the population have a positive probability of selection into the

sample, and that the expectation of the score function is zero.
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Again, the conditional pseudo-likelihood method can be used to estimate β, all

pairs within each cluster will be treated as if they were independent. In order to find a

consistent estimator of β, the SAS SURVEYLOGISTIC can be used to fit a generalized

linear model with a new response (the number of events) Yijl = Yij , a new covariate

Xijl = Xij − Xil , a new weightWijl = Wij ∗Wil , the number of trials S = Yij + Yil , and no

intercept.The following SAS code is used to estimate β based on the first approach.

proc surveylogistic data=all_pairs;

ods output ParameterEstimates=one_estimates;

model Y_ijl=X_ijl/link=glogit noint;

cluster i;

weight W_ijl;

run;

The following SAS code is used to estimate β based on the second approach.

proc surveylogistic data=all_pairs;

ods output ParameterEstimates=one_estimates;

model Y_ijl/S_ijl=X_ijl/link=glogit noint;

cluster i;

weight W_ijl;

run;

A simulation study shows that when the selection bias is strong, ignoring sampling

weights could result in a strongly biased estimated value of β. The simulation study is

conducted as follows. A population data set is generated based on the following model

log(E(Yij |Xi , bi)) = Xijβ + γ0 + X̄iγ1 + τ 2δi , (2–9)

where β = 0.5, γ0 = −2, γ1 = 2, τ 2 = 1, i = 1, ..., 1000, and j = 1, ..., 1000. Data Xij ,

Yij , and δi are generated as follows: ui ∼ N(0, 1), δi ∼ N(0, 1), Xij ∼ Ber(expit(ui)),
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Table 2-2. Simulation Results for a Poisson Distribution Based on 100 Simulation Data
Sets Using the CPL Method (True β = 0.5)

Coefficient Using Weight Mean SD Range 95% CI for Mean
β Yes 0.495 0.066 (0.349, 0.652) (0.482, 0.508)
β No 0.179 0.064 (0.053, 0.325) (0.166, 0.182)

Yij ∼ Poisson(λij), and λij = exp(Xijβ + γ0 + X̄iγ1 + δi). 100 simulation data sets are

sampled according to follows.

1. When Xij = 0 and Yij < 2, the sample rate is set to 0.002 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 2.

2. When Xij = 1 and Yij < 2, the sample rate is set to 0.004 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1.

3. When Xij = 0 and Yij >= 2, the sample rate is set to 0.004 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1.

4. When Xij = 1 and Yij >= 2, the sample rate is set to 0.002 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 2.

The CPL method is applied to 100 simulation sample data sets with and without

using sampling weights. Our estimates of β are presented in Table 2-2. From Table 2-2,

we see that the 95% confidence interval of estimated β without using sampling weights

does not cover the true value of β but the 95% confidence interval of our estimate of β

with using sampling weights does. We also see that the relative bias of our estimate of β

without using weights is -64.2% on average.

2.4 Nonnegative Continuous Outcomes in Loglinear Models

Suppose that the population includes M clusters and Ni individuals per cluster and

the response studied is a nonnegative continuous outcome such as an individual’s

BMI, blood pressure, and so on. Such health outcomes are related to not only

personal characteristics but also neighborhood characteristics. Let i = 1, ...,M

index neighborhood in the population and j = 1, ...,Ni index individuals within

neighborhood i . Suppose Yij is a nonnegative continuous outcome, Xij denotes an
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individual characteristic, and bi denotes a neighborhood characteristic. Assume that

Yij given bi and Xi independently follows gamma(αij , ν) or some other nonnegative

continuous distribution where Xi = {Xi1, ...,XiNi}. Model (2–5) can be used to model

associations between a nonnegative continuous outcome and covariates. Suppose ni

individuals are randomly sampled per cluster, then all possible pairs within each cluster

are formed. There are ni(ni − 1)/2 pairs in total per cluster whenever ni is greater than 1.

Let Sijl = Yij + Yil and (Yij ,Yil) denote a pair of outcomes.

Brumback et al.[9] mention that a very useful extension of (2–6) is that (2–6) can be

applied to a nonnegative continuous outcome to find a consistent estimator of β as long

as the expectation of an outcome given Xi and bi satisfies equation (2–5). The following

is the justification for this extension. Let C = (Yil + Yil)!/(Yij !Yil !) and Lijl(β|Xi , bi) be

the likelihood function of a pair of outcomes (Yij ,Yil), then Lijl(β|Xi , bi) can be written as

follows:

Lijl(β|Xi , bi) = P(Yij ,Yil |Sijl ,Xi , bi)

= C

(
exp((Xij − Xil)β)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)Yij ( 1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)Sijl−Yij
= C ∗ exp (Yij(Xij − Xil)β) (1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β))−(Yij+Yil ) ,

then the log likelihood can be written as

log(Lijl(β|Xi , bi)) = Yij(Xij − Xil)β − (Yij + Yil)log(1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)),

and the score function of log[Lijl(β;Xi , bi)] is

S(β|Xi , bi) = (Xij − Xil)
(
Yij − (Yij + Yil)

exp((Xij − Xil)β)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β)

)
. (2–10)
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Take the expectation to both sides of (2–10) and apply (2–5) to the expectation of

(2–10), we have

E(S(β|Xi , bi)) = (Xij − Xil)exp(bi)
(
exp(Xijβ)−

(exp(Xijβ) + exp(Xilβ))exp(Xijβ)

exp(Xijβ) + exp(Xil)β)

)
= 0.

We see that when an outcome has any nonnegative continuous distribution, the method

of finding consistently estimated β for an outcome with a Poisson distribution can be

directly applied to the outcome with a nonnegative continuous distribution without any

change. Therefore, Poisson assumption is unnecessary.

Again, the conditional pseudo-likelihood method can be used to estimate β, all

pairs within each cluster will be treated as if they were independent. In order to use the

SAS PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC, the right side of (2–6) has to be interpreted as two

independent observations because Yij is no longer an integer. For the first observation,

Yijl = 1, a covariate Xijl = Xij − Xil , a weightWijl = Yij , using id as cluster, and no

intercept. For the second observation, Yijl = 0, a covariate Xijl = Xij − Xil , a weight

Wijl = Yil , using id as cluster, and no intercept.

Suppose the unequal sample rates are used for collecting data. LetWij andWil

denote the reciprocals of sampling rates for Yij and Yil , respectively, soWijl = Wij ∗Wil

denotes the weight of the pair of outcomes (Yij ,Yil). In order to find a consistent

estimator of β, weights must be reconsidered. A new weight for the first observation is

Wijl ∗ Yij and a new weight for the second observation isWijl ∗ Yil . The SAS code is the

same as the one for the count outcome based on the first approach. A simulation study

shows that when the selection bias is strong, ignoring sampling weights could result in a

strongly biased estimate of β.The simulation study is conducted as follows. A population

data set is generated based on the following model

log(E(Yij |Xi , bi)) = Xijβ + γ0 + X̄iγ1 + τ 2δi , (2–11)
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Table 2-3. Simulation Results for a Gamma Distribution Based on 100 Simulation Data
Sets Using the CPL Method (True β = 3)

Coefficient Using Weight Mean SD Range 95% CI for Mean
β Yes 3.018 0.104 (2.785, 3.237) (2.997, 3.039)
β No 2.559 0.102 (2.286, 2.753) (2.539, 2.579)

where β = 3, γ0 = −2, γ1 = 2, τ 2 = 1, i = 1, ..., 1000, and j = 1, ..., 1000. Data Xij ,

Yij , and δi are generated as follows: ui ∼ N(0, 1), δi ∼ N(0, 1), Xij ∼ Ber(expit(ui)),

Yij ∼ gamma(µij , 1), and µij = exp(Xijβ + γ0 + X̄iγ1 + δi). 100 simulation data sets are

sampled according to follows.

1. When Xij = 0 and Yij < 2, the sample rate is set to 0.001 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 4.

2. When Xij = 1 and Yij < 2, the sample rate is set to 0.004 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1.

3. When Xij = 0 and Yij >= 2, the sample rate is set to 0.004 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 1.

4. When Xij = 1 and Yij >= 2, the sample rate is set to 0.001 and corresponding

sampling weight is set toWij = 4.

The CPL method is applied to 100 simulation sample data sets with and without

using sampling weights. Estimated β are presented in Table 2-3. From Table 2-3, we

see that the 95% confidence interval of our estimate of β without using sampling weights

does not cover the true value of β but the 95% confidence interval of our estimate of β

with using sampling weights does. We also see that the relative bias of our estimate of β

without using weights is -14.7% on average.

2.5 Application of the CPL Method

The CPL method will be applied to a nonnegative continuous distribution to adjust

for confounding by neighborhood characteristics with the 2008 Florida BRFSS complex

survey data. The health behavior chosen as a response variable for data analysis is

average alcohol consumption (AVEDRNKS) in past 30 days. The response variable
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AVEDRNKS approximately follows an Poisson distribution. An Poisson distribution is

also one of nonnegative continuous distributions. Multiple factors are included in this

data analysis to find associations between the heath behavior and those factors for

adjusting for confounding due to neighborhood characteristics. Those factors include

gender, age, race, education, and household income. Categorized variables are used

in data analysis. Age is categorized into four groups. The first age group ranges from

18 to 34, the second age group ranges from 35 to 54, the third age group ranges from

55 to 64, and last age group 65+. Race is categorized into five groups including whites,

blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and others. Education is categorized into two groups and

household income is also categorized into two groups. In the 2008 Florida BRFSS data

set, there are 10283 observations. 201 observations are excluded from data analysis

due to missing response values and a further 1120 observations are excluded due to

missing covariate values. The remaining 8962 observations are used to fit three different

models with survey weights. Model 1 is a generalized linear model without considering

neighborhood characteristics. In model 1 the distribution of response is set to be a

Poisson distribution and a log link function is used. Model 2 is a Poisson loglinear

regression model considering neighborhood characteristics. The loglinear model is

translated into a logistic regression model by the CPL method. The CPL method is used

to avoid estimating nuisance parameters. Model 3 is a generalized linear mixed model

considering neighborhood characteristics and treats neighborhood characteristics as

random variables to avoid estimating nuisance parameters. The SAS PROC GENMOD

is used in model 1 for finding associations between response and covariates. The

SAS PROC SURVEYLOGSTIC is used in model 2 for finding associations between

responses and covariates for adjusting for neighborhood characteristics. The Stata

program gllamm is used in model 3 for finding associations between responses and

covariates for adjusting for neighborhood characteristics.
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Table 2-4. Associations between Average Drinks and Covariates in the 2008 Florida
BRFSS Complex Survey Data

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Factor Group β(SE) p-value β(SE) p-value β(SE) p-value
Age 18-34 0 0 0

35-54 -0.41(.001) ≤.0001 -0.37(0.13) 0.0038 -0.38(0.10) ≤.0001
55-64 -0.53(.001) ≤.0001 -0.65(0.17) ≤.0001 -0.60(0.16) ≤.0001
65+ -0.77(.001) ≤.0001 -0.74(0.13) ≤.0001 -0.71(0.11) ≤.0001

Sex M 0 0 0
F -0.65(.001) ≤.0001 -0.63(0.09) ≤.0001 -0.58(0.08) ≤.0001

Race White 0 0 0
Black -0.67(.001) ≤.0001 -0.59(0.17) 0.0005 -0.47(0.17) 0.005
Hisp -0.29(.001) ≤.0001 -0.28(0.14) 0.0434 -0.29(0.15) 0.051
Asian -1.06(.004) ≤.0001 -0.99(0.46) 0.0299 -0.88(0.49) 0.075
Other -0.25(.001) ≤.0001 -0.21(0.24) 0.3637 -0.10(0.25) 0.707

Edu. 13 - 0 0 0
(Years) 14 + -0.02(.001) ≤.0001 0.18(0.13) 0.1604 0.12(0.10) 0.202
Income Low 0 0 0

High -0.25(.001) ≤.0001 0.20(0.11) 0.0692 0.19(0.11) 0.082
Note: Model 1 is a GLM and its parameters are estimated by using the SAS GENMOD
procedure. Model 2 is a GLMM without specifying ψ(Xi , δi) and its parameters are
estimated by using the CPL method. Model 3 is a GLMM with specifying ψ(Xi , δi)=X̄iγ+δi
and its parameters are estimated by using the Stata program gllamm.

We know that estimators from the CPL are always consistent no matter if the

neighborhood effect exists or not. If the effect of neighborhood characteristics on

associations between outcomes and covariates does not exist, then both estimated

coefficients from model 1 and model 2 should be close to each other. Let us take a look

at those estimated coefficients from three models. We do see that many coefficients

among models are different. Firstly, education and income have significant associations

with average drinks in model 1 but those significances disappear in both model 2 and

model 3. Secondly, the directions of the those associations in model 1 are opposite to

the directions of the associations in model 2 and 3. Last, all p-values of the first four

estimated coefficients in three models are significant, the differences of those estimated

efficients between model 2 and model 3 is not greater than those between model 2 and

model 1 except for the coefficient of female. So neighborhood-level covariates should
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be included to model associations between responses and covariates. We see that

there are some differences of coefficients between model 2 and model 3. They might be

caused by unmeasured neighborhood covariates. In model 3, weighted neighborhood

means are used as neighborhood covariates. In the 2008 Florida BRFSS survey data,

more than half of neighborhoods have their neighborhood sample sizes which are 5 or

less. Therefore, weighted neighborhood means could be significantly different from the

true neighborhood means especially when a covariate is categorical.
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CHAPTER 3
BIAS AND MEASUREMENT ERROR DUE TO UNMEASURED CLUSTER

COVARIATES

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 presents bias and measurement error due to unmeasured cluster

covariates in between-within models. Section 3.2 discusses the bias due to adjusting

confounding by unmeasured cluster covariates in between-within models. We use

simulation studies to show that estimators are biased when between-within models

are used, the heteroscedasticity of errors exist, and heteroscedasticity is not handled

properly. Section 3.3 discusses the measurement error in linear mixed models (LMMs)

due to unmeasured cluster covariates, presents how the unmeasured cluster covariates

lead to biased estimators in LMMs, and shows how to correct the bias of estimators

in LMMs. A simulation study is also conducted to show the biased estimators and the

correction of biased estimators. The results obtained in LMMs can be directly applied to

linear models (LMs).

3.2 Bias due to Adjusting for Confounding by Unmeasured Cluster Covariates

Between-within models are often used in social epidemiology in order to adjust for

confounding by neighborhood characteristics. Under many situations, the approach

adequately adjusts for confounding due to unmeasured cluster covariates. However,

there are some situations under which the approach can fail. In this section, the

heteroscedasticity of errors will be presented to show that the approach fails. A

between-within model has the following form

g(E(Yij |Xi , δi)) = α+ (Xij − X̄i)βW + X̄iβB + δi , i = 1, ...,m; j = 1, ..., ni , (3–1)

which is equivalent to

g(E(Yij |Xi , δi)) = α+ Xijβ + X̄iγ + δi , i = 1, ...,m; j = 1, ..., ni , (3–2)

β = βW and γ = βB − βW , (3–3)
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where g(·) is a link function, Xi = {Xi1,Xi2, ...,Xini}, X̄i = n−1i ΣjXij is a cluster

covariate in cluster i , Xij is a covariate of j th observation in cluster i , δi are independent

and identically distributed and follow a distribution with mean 0 and variance τ2. In

this model, the cluster covariate X̄i appears in a linear form which is an usual way.

Actually, we might not know how the cluster covariate X̄i affects an outcome Yij

exactly. Therefore, in a more general way, we can let bi = ψ(X̄i , γ) + δi appear in

the between-within model. Now we can have the following more general form of the

between-within model

g(E(Yij |Xi , bi)) = Xijβ + bi . (3–4)

When g(·) is an identity function and errors are normally distributed and homoscedastic,

then the consistent estimated β in models (3–2) and (3–4) are identical and denoted by

βBW . It has the following form

β̂BW =
Σmi=1Σ

n
j=1(Xij − X̄i)Yij

Σmi=1Σ
n
j=1(Xij − X̄i)2

, (3–5)

where assume ni = n, for i = 1, ...,m. See Appendix B for details about this formula.

Suppose model (3–4) is a true model. When bi happens to be equal to α + X̄iγ + δi ,

then the usual between-within model approach is valid. Because δi is assumed to be

independent of Xij , this implies that X̄i is a sufficient confounder for estimating the effect

of Xij on Yij . It means that no other unmeasured confounders are needed. Therefore, an

alternative between-within model could have the following simpler version

E(Yij |Xi) = α+ Xijβ + X̄iγ. (3–6)

The estimated β based on the above model is identical to the estimator at (3–5).

When a link fuction g(·) is an identity and errors are normally distributed and

heteroscedastic with variances 1/wij , then one may wish to take heteroscedasticity

into account. If weights wij are added in model (3–2), the simulation study that we will

present shows that the estimated β is biased. This estimator is denoted by βBWH . If
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weights wij are added in model (3–6), the simulation study shows that the estimated β is

also biased. This estimator is denoted by βBWHa.

When errors are heteroscedastic, one way of handling heteroscedastic errors is to

replace X̄i in model (3–2) by X̄wi = n
−1(ΣjwijXij)/(Σjwij). Therefore, another version of

the between-within model with heteroscedastic errors might be

E(Yij |Xi , δi) = α+ Xijβ + X̄
w
i γ + δi , (3–7)

However, the simulation study shows that the estimated β based on (3–7) with weights

wij is still biased. This estimator is denoted by βBWb.

When model (3–4) is true and errors are normally distributed and heteroscedastic, a

consistent estimated β based on model (3–4) can be written as

β̂ =
Σmi=1Σ

n
j=1wij(Xij − X̄wi )Yij

Σmi=1Σ
n
j=1wij(Xij − X̄wi )2

, (3–8)

which is identical to the estimator based on the following model

E(Yij |Xi) = α+ Xijβ + X̄
w
i γ, (3–9)

assuming heteroscedasticity with variance 1/wij . Model (3–9) is a new version of the

between-within model to better accommodate the heteroscedasticity of errors.

The simulation study is conducted as follows. We set 10,000 clusters and 5

observations per cluster. We let ui ∼ N(0, 0.252), Xij ∼ N(ui , 1), δi ∼ N(0, 1),

bi = 5ui + δi or bi = 5ui , and Yij ∼ N(Xijβ + bi , 1/wij) where β = 0.5 and

wij = expit(Xijβ + bi)(1− expit(Xijβ + bi)).

Simulation results are presented in Table 3.2. The first estimator is based on the

incorrect assumption that errors are homoscedastic. The next four estimators are based

on the correct assumption that errors are heteroscedastic.

β̂BW can be estimated by using the SAS PROC GENMOD based on model (3–2)

without using weights wij or the SAS PROC REG based on model (3–6) without using
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Table 3-1. Simulation Results Based on 100 Simulation Data Sets
bi Estimator Mean SD Range 95% CI for Mean
5ui + δi β̂BW 0.497 0.239 (-0.153, 1.046) (0.450, 0.544)

β̂BWH 0.280 0.049 (0.160, 0.402) (0.270, 0.290)
β̂BWHa 0.214 0.051 (0.088, 0.341) (0.204, 0.224)
β̂BWHb 0.406 0.051 (0.279, 0.536) (0.396, 0.416)
β̂ 0.496 0.050 (0.367, 0.624) (0.486, 0.506)

5ui β̂BW 0.473 0.156 (0.067, 0.792) (0.442, 0.504)
β̂BWH 0.305 0.044 (0.209, 0.467) (0.296, 0.314)
β̂BWHa 0.250 0.045 (0.146, 0.417) (0.241, 0.259)
β̂BWHb 0.412 0.044 (0.319, 0.561) (0.403, 0.421)
β̂ 0.497 0.043 (0.410, 0.639) (0.489, 0.505)

weights wij . Equation (3–5) can also be used to estimate β̂BW . The estimated β̂BW

is consistent but much more variable than β̂ due to ignoring the heteroscedasticity of

errors.

β̂BWH is estimated by using the SAS PROC GENMOD based on model (3–2) using

weights wij . This estimator is biased due to using X̄i rather than X̄Wi .

β̂BWHa is estimated by using the SAS PROC REG based on model (3–6) using

weights wij . This estimator is biased due to using X̄i rather than X̄Wi .

β̂BWHb is estimated by using the SAS PROC GENMOD based on model (3–7) using

weights wij . This estimator is biased due to using δi .

β̂ is estimated by using the SAS PROC REG based on model (3–9) using weights

wij . Equation (3–8) can be used to estimate β̂ as well. This estimator is consistent and

much less variable than β̂BW .

In summary, when between-within models are used and the heteroscedasticity of

errors exist, heteroscedasticity must be handled properly; otherwise, estimators will be

biased or have a larger variance than that of β̂.

3.3 Measurement Error in LMMs due to Unmeasured Cluster Covariates

If you believe a model should include unmeasured neighborhood characteristics and

you are interested in not only estimating the effect of personal factors on outcomes but

also estimating the effect of neighborhood factors on outcomes, then an ordinary
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estimator for neighborhood factors are biased. Next we turn to a multiple linear

model with measurement error. In order to know how measurement error affects the

corresponding coefficient and might further affect other coefficients, the best way is

to begin with a motivation example. The following setting is fictional and not based

on any observational studies. It might be true or partly true. Suppose there are two

neighborhoods A and B and average ages of people in neighborhoods A and B are 30

and 60, respectively. People in neighborhood A are highly likely to do more outdoor

activities than do people in neighborhood B, so elder people in neighborhood A are

also highly likely to do more outdoor activities than do elder people in neighborhood

B. Therefore, high blood pressure is associated with both personal age and average

age of people in a neighborhood since more outdoor activities can reduce high blood

pressure. When surveys or interviews are used to collect people’s age and the average

age of people in a neighborhood, personal age is usually measured without error but

the average age of people in a neighborhood will measured with error due to the small

sample size within each neighborhood.

Let Yij denote personal blood pressure, Xij denote personal age-45 and be

observed variable without measurement errors, X̄i = N−1
i Σ

Ni
j=1Xij denote average

age of people in a neighborhood and be an unobserved variable due to the small

sample size in each neighborhood. Let X̄i
s
= n−1i Σ

ni
j=1Xij denote sample average age

and be an actual observed variable. Assume Xij |ui ∼ (ui ,σ2x ), ui ∼ (0,σ2u), ϵij ∼ (0,σ2),

δi ∼ (0,σ2n), ui⊥ϵij , and δi⊥{ui , ϵij , X̄i}. Therefore, Xij ∼ (0,σ2x + σ2u), X̄i |ui ∼ (ui ,σ2x/Ni),

X̄i ∼ (0,σ2u + σ2x/Ni), and X̄i
s ∼ (0,σ2u + σ2x/ni). Then the following models can be used

to model the association between personal blood pressure and personal age and the

average age of people in a neighborhood. When X̄i is available, then the true model is

Yij = β0 + β1Xij + β2X̄i + δi + ϵij , (3–10)
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where i = 1, ...,M and j = 1, ..., ni . For a sample data, X̄i is not available instead of X̄i
s ,

then a naive model is

Yij = β∗
0 + β

∗
1Xij + β

∗
2X̄
s
i + δi + ϵij , (3–11)

where i = 1, ...,M and j = 1, ..., ni .

Based on the conditional distribution of Xij given ui , the marginal distribution of X̄i ,

and the assumption that Xi1, ..., Xini are independent given ui , the covariance between

Xij and X̄i can be derived as follows:

Cov(Xij , X̄i) = E(Xij X̄i)

= E(X 2ij /Ni + Xij(Σj ′ ̸=jXij ′)/Ni)

= E(X 2ij /Ni) + E(Xij(Σj ′ ̸=jXij ′)/Ni)

= E(X 2ij /Ni) + E(E(Xij(Σj ′ ̸=jXij ′)/Ni |ui))

= E(X 2ij /Ni) + (Ni − 1)E(u2i )/Ni (independence)

= σ2u + σ
2
x/Ni .

Therefore,

Cov(Xij , X̄i) = Var(X̄i) = σ2u + σ
2
x/Ni . (3–12)

Similarly,

Cov(Xij , X̄i
s
) = Var(X̄i

s
) = σ2u + σ

2
x/ni (3–13)

The difference between X̄i and X̄ si is due to the small sample size ni within each

neighborhood and the difference is not independent of Xij . The difference will be

called measurement error in the rest of this section. The following will show how the

measurement error affects coefficients due to the small sample size in LMMs. The rest

of this section will include four parts. The first part will show that the coefficient of Xij is

always consistently and unbiasedly estimated in LMMs. The second part will show that

the coefficient of X̄ si is biased in LMMs. The third part will show how to correct biased
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estimation of β2 in LMMs. The last part will show that the approach used for LMMs can

be directly applied to LMs without any change.

In Appendix B, formulas for estimating β1 in LM (B–1) and LMM (B–2) are

established. Comparing two equations (B–6) and (B–8) for estimating β1, we see

they are the exact same estimator. We see that the LM (B–1) does not include X̄ si ,

so β̂1 in the LM (B–1) will not be affected by the measurement error of X̄ si and is

unbiased consistent. This implies that β̂1 in the LMM (B–2) will not be affected by

the measurement error of X̄ si and is consistent even when the LMM (B–2) does include

X̄ si which has measurement error due to small sample size.

Based on the LMM (B–2) and the matrices X ′V−1X and X ′V−1Y , we can find the

estimate of β∗
1 + β

∗
2 and it is

β̂∗
1 + β̂

∗
2 =
Σij X̄

s
i Yij − β̂∗

0Σij X̄
s
i

Σij(X̄
s
i )
2

. (3–14)

If X̄i is available, then the estimate of β1 + β2 is the following

β̂1 + β̂2 =
Σij X̄iYij − β̂0Σij X̄i

Σij(X̄i)2
. (3–15)

Because there is a difference between X̄i and X̄ si , β̂
∗
1 + β̂∗

2 is different from β̂1 + β̂2. A

simulation study will be conducted and will show that β̂∗
2 has around 50% bias.

Now we want to correct the bias of β̂∗
1 + β̂

∗
2. We know β̂∗

1 is an unbiased estimator of

β̂1, so we have the following

β̂1 =
Σij(Xij − X̄i)Yij
Σij(Xij − X̄i)2

=
ΣijXijYij −Σij X̄iYij
Σij(X

2
ij − X̄ 2i )

.
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Given Var(Xij) = σ2x + σ2u and Var(X̄i) = σ2u + σ2x/Ni , we have Var(Xij) − Var(X̄i) =

σ2x − σ2x/Ni
.
= σ2x since Ni is large, then estimator of β can be written as

β̂1 =
ΣijXijYij −Σij X̄iYij

(mn)(Var(Xij)− Var(X̄i))
.
=
ΣijXijYij −Σij X̄iYij

(mn)σ2x
.

From last equation, we can see that

Σij X̄iYij
.
= ΣijXijYij − (mn)σ2x β̂1

= ΣijXijYij − (mn)σ2x β̂∗
1,

then

β̂1 + β̂2 =
Σij X̄iYij − β̂∗

0Σij X̄i

Σij(X̄i)2

.
=
ΣijXijYij − (mn)σ2x β̂∗

1 − β̂∗
0Σij X̄i

(mn)Var(X̄i)
.

The correction of β̂2 is

β̂c2
.
=
ΣijXijYij − (mn)σ2x β̂∗

1 − β̂∗
0Σij X̄i

(mn)Var(X̄i)
− β̂∗

1

=
(mn)−1ΣijXij(Yij − Ȳ + Ȳ )− (σ2x + σ2u)β̂∗

1 − β̂∗
0X̄

σ2u

=
(mn)−1ΣijXij(Yij − Ȳ ) + (mn)−1Σij(Xij Ȳ )− (σ2x + σ2u)β̂∗

1 − β̂∗
0X̄

σ2u

=
(mn)−1ΣijXij(Yij − Ȳ )− (σ2x + σ2u)β̂∗

1

σ2u

.
=
Cov(Xij ,Yij)− (σ2x + σ2u)β̂∗

1

σ2u
as mn goes ∞.

=
Cov(Xij , β̂

∗
1Xij + β̂

∗
2X̄
s
i )− (σ2x + σ2u)β̂∗

1

σ2u

=
β̂∗
1Var(Xij) + β̂

∗
2Cov(Xij , X̄

s
i )− (σ2x + σ2u)β̂∗

1

σ2u

=
β̂∗
2Cov(Xij , X̄

s
i )

σ2u
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Table 3-2. Simulation Results for a Linear Mixed Model Based on 100 Simulation Data
Sets (True β0 = 2, β1 = 2, and β2 = −3)

Coefficient Mean SD Range 95% CI for Mean
β∗
0 2.029 0.050 (1.902, 2.142) (2.019, 2.039)
β∗
1 2.000 0.009 (1.974, 2.019) (1.998, 2.002)
β∗
2 -1.523 0.040 (-1.635, -1.432) (-1.531, -1.515)
βc2 -3.019 0.202 (-3.734, -2.526) (-3.059, -2.979)

For the computation of correction of β2, we use the following

β̂c2
.
=
(mn)−1ΣijXijYij − (σ̂2x + σ̂2u)β̂∗

1 − β̂∗
0X̄

σ̂u
2

, (3–16)

where ΣijXijYij and X̄ can be directly computed based on raw data, σ2x and σ2u can be

computed based on raw data with the equalities Cov(Xij , X̄i
s
) = Var(X̄i

s
) = σ2u + σ

2
x/ni

and Var(Xij) = σ2x + σ
2
u, β̂∗

0 and β̂∗
1 can be found in the naive model. A simulation study

verified the above correction of β̂2.

A simulation study is conducted as follows. A population data set is generated

based on model (3–10). We set β0 = 2, β1 = 2, β2 = −3, X̄i = N−1
i

∑Ni
j=1 Xij , i =

1, ..., 1000, and j = 1, ..., 1000. i and j index neighborhood and individual, respectively.

Data Xij , Yij , δi , and εij are generated as follows: εij ∼ N(0, 1), δi ∼ N(0, 1), ui ∼

N(0, 1), Xij ∼ N(ui , 4), Yij are generated by model (3–10). 100 simulation data sets

are sampled according to follows. For each simulation data set, four individuals are

randomly selected from each neighborhood so ni = n = 4 for all i .

We estimate β0, β1, and β2 using sample data sets. So parameters are actually

estimated based on the naive model (3–11) because N−1
i

∑Ni
j=1 Xij is different from

n−1i
∑ni
j=1 Xij due to small sample size within each neighborhood. The estimated

parameters are presented in Table 3-2 with superscript star (*), we see that estimated

β∗
0 and β∗

1 from the naive model are still very good but the naive estimator of β∗
2 is biased

and its relative bias is 49.3%. Now, we can correct the bias based on formula (3–16).

The corrected estimated β2 based on formula (3–16) is presented in Table 3-2 with

superscript letter c.
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The above correction of β̂2 can be directly applied to LMs without any change

because LMs are special cases of LMMs when Var(δi) = 0.
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CHAPTER 4
MODEL-BASED STANDARDIZATION TO ACCOUNT FOR UNMEASURED CLUSTER

CONFOUNDING WITH COMPLEX SURVEY DATA

Model-based standardization depends on a statistical model to estimate an

unconfounded population-averaged effect. We propose two methods to conduct

model-based standardization to account for unmeasured cluster confounding with

complex survey data. The first method is to use the conditional pseudo-likelihood (CPL)

method in a generalized linear mixed model when census data are not available. The

second method is to use a generalized linear mixed model when census data are

available. We show how to estimate the standardized effect using these two methods

with complex survey data. In our simulation studies, the estimated parameters from

these two methods are almost identical. We apply these two methods to the 2008

Florida Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) survey data and estimate

standardized proportions of people who drink alcohol, stratified by age group, to account

for unmeasured cluster confounding. We compare and discuss standardized proportions

estimated by the two methods.

4.1 Introduction

Between-within models decompose covariate effects into between-cluster and

within-cluster effects [25]. Using the between-within models in social epidemiology

is equivalent to assuming that individual-level factors and neighborhood-level factors

should be treated separately. The terms cluster and neighborhood are often used

interchangeably in this chapter. In social epidemiology, neighborhood-level factors are

often viewed as important causes of health outcomes and social behaviors, in addition

to effects of individual factors. Our interest is motivated by an analysis of the 2008

Florida BRFSS complex survey data. We are interested in estimating the standardized

proportions of people who drink alcohol, stratified by age group, to account for

unmeasured confounding due to cluster. Drinking is a health behavior which is related to

many personal factors such as education, income, age, gender, and race/ethnicity. It is
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also possibly influenced by social-economic factors at the neighborhood level. BRFSS

survey data has a complex sampling design so unequal sampling weights are used to

sample individuals. We define neighborhoods as zip codes. The sample size within

each zip code is typically 5 or less in the 2008 Florida BRFSS survey data. We want

to compare standardized proportions across age groups using identical distributions of

individual and neighborhood level confounders within each age group category. This

is model-based standardization. We face three problems including small sample sizes

within cluster, unequal sampling weights, and unmeasured cluster-level confounding.

They will have to be solved simultaneously in order to estimate the standardized

proportions, stratified by age group, to account for unmeasured confounding due to

cluster.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the methods we

propose. In Section 4.3, we present simulation studies to show that our methods can

estimate parameters we need for computing the model-based standardized effect. In

Section 4.4, we apply our proposed methods to the 2008 Florida BRFSS survey data.

The final section concludes with a brief discussion.

4.2 Methods

We will introduce our methods with our motivating example. The methods we

propose for computing model-based standardizations will be applied to the 2008 Florida

BRFSS survey data. Our interest is in the model-based standardized proportions

of people who drink alcohol, stratified by age group, accounting for unmeasured

confounding due to cluster. Let i = 1, ...,M denote i th neighborhoods in the population

and j = 1, ...,Ni denote j th individuals in i th neighborhood. Let Xij and Zij denote

vectors of individual-level exposures and confounders, respectively. Let ui denote a

random effect and follow a certain distribution. Then the following model can be used

to model the association between response and individual-level exposure to adjust for
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confounding Zij and a cluster-level random effect ui .

E(Yij |Xi ,Zi , ui) = h(Xijβ + Zijγ + ui), (4–1)

ui = Ψ(Xi ,Zi , θi). (4–2)

where Ψ is an unknown function and θi ∼ N(α0, τ 2), ui may be associated in an arbitrary

manner with Xi and Zi , Xi = (Xi1, ...,Xip), Zi = (Zi1, ...,Ziq), and h is an inverse link

function. When Yij is a binary outcome, then h can be chosen to be an expit function so

model (4–1) can be written as

E(Yij |Xi ,Zi , ui) = expit(Xijβ + Zijγ + ui). (4–3)

The model-based standardized proportion corresponding to Xij = X0 can be defined

as

E(Yij |Xij = X0) = EZij
{∫
expit(X0β + Zijγ + ui)dF (ui)

}
(4–4)

For data from a random sample, the model-based standardized proportion

corresponding to Xij = X0 can be estimated as follows:

Ê(Yij |Xij = X0) = m−1
m∑
i=1

(
n−1i

ni∑
j=1

∫
expit(X0β̂ + Zij γ̂ + ui)dF̂ (ui)

)
(4–5)

For data from a complex sample, the model-based standardized proportion

corresponding to Xij = X0 can be estimated as follows:

Ê(Yij |Xij = X0) =
m∑
i=1

ni∑
j=1

Wij∑m
i=1

∑ni
j=1Wij

∫
expit(X0β̂ + Zij γ̂ + ui)dF̂ (ui) (4–6)

whereWij is a sampling weight which is the inverse of the probability for selecting

individual j in neighborhood i .

Parameters β and γ, and the distribution of ui must be estimated first before

E(Yij |Xij = X0) can be estimated. One way to find β, γ, and ui is to apply an ordinary

logistic regression model to model (4–1) and treat ui as a set of dummy variables.
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The problem with using this method is that the Neyman-Scott problem [27] arises in

our situation because the sample size within each neighborhood is typically small.

Another way to find β, γ, and the distribution of ui is to apply a generalized linear

mixed model to model (4–1). However, the problem of using this method is fraught with

difficulties arising from the confounding due to unmeasured neighborhood factors and

the complex sampling design of the BRFSS. We propose two methods. The first method

is to use the conditional pseudo-likelihood method to estimate β and γ, use the Stata

program gllamm to estimate the distribution of ui , and use formula (4–6) to estimate

the standardized proportion. This method will be referred to as the CPL method. The

second method is to use the Stata program gllamm with the census data to estimate

β, γ, and the distribution of ui , and to use formula (4–6) to estimate the standardized

proportion. This method will be referred to as the census method.

4.2.1 Method 1: The CPL Method without Using the Census Data

As mentioned in the Introduction section, a health behavior is usually related to

personal factors and is also possibly influenced by neighborhood-level factors. In model

(4–2), ui depends on Xi , Zi , and θi via a function Ψ. However, the function Ψ is usually

unknown because ui is unmeasured and we don’t know which neighborhood factor ui

depends on and how ui depends on Xi , Zi , and θi . A frequently simple assumption is

to let ui depend on θi and cluster means X̄i and Z̄i through a linear combination. This

assumption will be used in the census method. Even for this simple assumption, it can

not be applied in certain situations. For example, the BRFSS survey data do not provide

the information about cluster means. If the cluster means are replaced by the weighted

sample cluster mean, Brumback et al.[10] show that this replacement does not work well

because the estimated β, γ, and the distribution of ui in model (4–1) are all biased when

the response is binary and sample sizes within each cluster are small like 5 or less. To

avoid those problems, we propose the CPL method.
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There are two steps in this method. The first step is to estimate β and γ by

using the conditional pseudo-likelihood method. The CPL method forms all possible

pairs within each cluster and all pairs within each cluster are treated as if they were

independent in the conditional likelihood function. All neighborhood-level covariates are

eliminated in the conditional likelihood function by conditioning on each of all possible

pairs of outcomes within each neighborhood so the CPL method estimates β and

γ without making any assumption about ui . The estimated β and γ obtained by the

CPL method are within-cluster covariate effects because the CPL method removes all

cluster-level covariates from the conditional likelihood function [26]. Brumback et al.[9]

show that the CPL method can consistently and unbiasedly estimate within-cluster

covariate effects when outcomes are binary, multinomial, count, and non-negative

continuous in complex survey data.

The second step is to estimate the distribution of ui by treating Xij β̂ + Zij γ̂ as an

offset in model (4–1). The Stata program gllamm is used to estimate the distribution of

ui because it can take sampling weights into account. When the Stata program gllamm

is used, it implies the assumption that the random effect ui is normally distributed and

the assumption that the random effect ui is independent of individual-level factors. Let

F s(ui) denote the estimated distribution of ui from the Stata program gllamm. The mean

of F s(ui) satisfies the following relationship

µs = E
s(u)

= E sX ,Z ,YE
s
u|X ,Z ,Y (u)

= EX ,Z ,YE
s
u|X ,Z ,Y (u)

= EX ,Z ,YE
s
u|Y (u) = µ (when u ⊥ { X, Z}).
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Similarly, the variance of F s(ui) satisfies the following relationship

τ 2s = EX ,Z ,YE
s
u|X ,Z ,Y (u − µs)

2

= EX ,Z ,YE
s
u|Y (u − µs)

2 = τ 2 (when u ⊥ { X, Z}).

More details about the two relationships can be found in Appendix D. When both

normality and independence assumptions mentioned above are true, then F s(ui) =

F (ui). Once the distribution of ui and parameters β and γ are obtained, the computation

of a standardized proportion can be carried out straightforward based on formula (4–6).

4.2.2 Method 2: The Census Method

Drinking behavior is related to both personal factors and social economic factors

at the neighborhood level. In this method, those social-economic factors at the

neighborhood level in model (4–1) will be denoted by their neighborhood-level means

from the 2000 census data. In the census method, Ψ in model (4–2) is assumed to be

a linear function so ui is equal to a linear combination of X̄i , Z̄i , and θi . Therefore, ui in

model (4–2) will include the neighborhood-level means and a random effect. It can be

denoted by

ui = X̄iαx + Z̄iαz + θi , (4–7)

where θi is assumed to be independent of all factors on two levels and to follow a normal

distribution with the mean α0 and the variance τ 2. Substitute ui in model (4–1), then

model (4–1) can be written as

E(Yij |Xi ,Zi , ui) = h(Xijβ + Zijγ + X̄iαx + Z̄iαz + θi). (4–8)

Comparing model (4–8) with a usual between-within model, we see that β and γ here

are within-cluster covariate effects, αx and αz are the differences of between-cluster

effects and corresponding within-cluster effects. If a between-cluster effect and

corresponding within-cluster effect are identical, then α is zero. If both αX and αZ

are zero, then there are no effects of neighborhood-level covariates on outcomes. The
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2008 Florida BRFSS survey data with the 2000 census data will be fitted into model

(4–8) by using the Stata program gllamm. All the parameters will be estimated by the

Stata program gllamm.

4.3 Simulation Studies

We use simulation studies to demonstrate that our methods can generate consistent

estimates of parameters in our proposed methods. We conduct three simulation studies

based on 100 simulation data sets using three different methods. First, we generate a

population data set which includes M = 1000 neighborhoods and Ni = 1000 individuals

per neighborhood. We let pij = expit(Xijβ + ui), ui = θi + α1X̄i , θi ∼ N(α0, τ 2), and

X̄i = N
−1
i Σ

Ni
j=1Xij . Assume Yij ∼ Ber(pij) given ui and Xij , Xij ∼ Ber(expit(ϕi)) given

ϕi ∼ N(0, 1), and θi ⊥ {ϕi ,Xij}. We sample population data within each neighborhood.

Sampling rates 0.2% and 0.4% are used to sample concordant observations and

discordant observations, respectively. Therefore, corresponding sampling weights are

2 and 1 for sampled concordant observations and discordant observations. We let

{β,α1,α0, τ 2} = {−0.5, 2, 0.5, 1}. From Appendix C we know that ui ∼ N(α0 + α1/2, τ 2 +

α21/23) so E(ui) = 1.5 and Var(ui) = 1.17. In the population data set, unmeasured

cluster confounding ui is generated based on ui = θi + α1X̄i where X̄i can be a vector of

neighborhood-level covariates when Xij is a vector of individual-level covariates. Model

(4–3) can be used to model the association between binary responses and covariates.

In the first simulation study, the CPL method is used when X̄i is assumed to be not

available in sample data sets. The CPL method is used to estimate β first, then the

mean and variance of ui are estimated by treating Xij β̂ as an offset in the Stata program

gllamm. The first simulation study shows that the estimated mean and variance of ui are

consistent. In the second simulation study, census data are used to construct X̄i . We

use the Stata program gllamm to optimize the weighted composite likelihood function for

estimating all the parameters. The second simulation study shows that estimators are

consistent. In the third simulation study, X̄i is replaced by the weighted sample cluster
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mean X̄Wi when X̄i is assumed to be not available in sample data sets. This method is

referred to as a weighted method. The Stata program gllamm is again used to optimize

the weighted composite likelihood function for estimating all parameters. This simulation

study shows that estimator of β is biased. When X̄i is available, we can use both the

CPL method and the census method we proposed. When X̄i is not available, we can

only use the CPL method.

Table 4-1. Simulation Results Based on 100 Simulation Data Sets
Method Estimate Obs Mean SD Minimum Maximum
CPL βcpl 100 -0.532 0.158 -0.894 -0.196

E(ui) 100 1.535 0.127 1.258 1.809
Var(ui) 100 1.194 0.229 0.669 1.962

Census β 100 -0.526 0.144 -0.831 -0.190
α1 100 1.850 0.360 0.676 2.727
α0 100 0.585 0.185 0.150 1.038
τ 2 100 0.931 0.181 0.505 1.732
E(ui) 100 1.510 0.106 1.261 1.729
Var(ui) 100 1.085 0.202 0.593 1.878

Weighted β 100 -0.850 0.164 -1.250 -0.501
α1 100 1.808 0.254 1.163 2.595
α0 100 0.734 0.129 0.410 0.979
τ 2 100 0.814 0.177 0.360 1.584
E(ui) 100 1.638 0.110 1.390 1.861
Var(ui) 100 0.959 0.186 0.482 1.750

4.4 Application

We apply the two proposed methods to the 2008 Florida BRFSS survey data for

estimating model-based standardized proportions, stratified by age group, to adjust

for confounding duce to unmeasured cluster covariates. We also apply a fixed effect

model to the same survey data. Table 4-2 presents estimated coefficients for three

models. The symbol * in Table 4-2 indicates that covariates are at the neighborhood

level, otherwise, they are at the individual level. In Table 4-2, model 1 uses the CPL

method, model 2 uses a fixed effect method, and model 3 uses the census method.

We focus on comparing estimated the coefficients of individual-level covariates in

the three different models. Comparing the coefficients of individual-level covariates
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Table 4-2. Associations between Outcomes and Covariates in the 2008 Florida BRFSS
Complex Survey Data

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Factor Group Coeff.(95% CI) Coeff.(95% CI) Coeff.(95% CI)
Sex M 0 0 0

F -0.50(-0.714,-0.292) -0.62(-0.791,-0.453) -0.53(-0.721,-0.334)
Edu. 13- 0 0 0
(Years) 14+ 0.51(0.233, 0.792) 0.55(0.344, 0.751) 0.50(0.247, 0.755)
Income Low 0 0 0

High 0.58(0.335, 0.818) 0.80(0.614, 0.986) 0.64(0.413, 0.860)
Age 18-34 0 0 0

35-54 -0.36(-0.690,-0.027) -0.35(-0.601,-0.103) -0.35(-0.645,-0.604)
55-64 -0.66(-1.042,-0.269) -0.52(-0.803,-0.228) -0.65(-1.006,-0.300)
65+ -0.57(-0.913,-0.228) -0.46(-0.713,-0.217) -0.59(-0.904,-0.286)

Race White 0 0 0
Black -0.64(-1.123,-0.154) -0.82(-1.164,-0.472) -0.84(-1.273,-0.402)
Hisp -0.62(-1.052,-0.188) -0.56(-0.844,-0.268) -0.64(-1.040,-0.236)
Other -0.83(-1.351,-0.311) -0.60(-1.021,-0.180) -0.94(-1.457,-0.425)

Intercept 0.34(0.242,0.444) 0.18(-0.097, 0.458) -1.74(-4.592, 1.120)
Sex∗ M NA NA 0

F -3.16(-7.916, 1.586)
Edu∗ 13- NA NA
(Years) 14+ 3.56(0.830, 6.298)
Income∗ Low NA NA 0

Hight 0.22(-1.572, 2.009)
Age∗ 18-34 NA NA 0

35-54 0.12(-3.532, 3.769)
55-64 3.62(-0.525, 7.774)
65+ 0.36(-1.976, 2.696)

Race∗ White NA NA 0
Black 1.09(0.060, 2.115)
Hisp 1.15(0.087, 2.210)
Other -3.17(-9.668, 3.323)

estimated from model 2 and model 3 with those from model 1, we see that the

differences of corresponding estimated coefficients between model 1 and model 3

are much smaller than those between model 1 and model 2 on average. It means

that model 1 and model 3 agree with each other more than model 1 and model 2

do. Brumback et al. [9] showed that estimated coefficients from the CPL method are

consistent estimates. Therefore, neighborhood-level confounding should be taken
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into account. We see that the coefficient of neighborhood-level covariate education in

model 3 has significant association with drinking alcohol. So it further supports that

neighborhood-level confounding should be taken into account. We also notice that our

estimates of τ 2 in model 1 and model 3 are 2.9e − 18 and 9.0e − 15 with standard

errors 1.42e − 15 and 1.31e − 12, respectively. So the values of τ2 in two models are

approximately equal to zero. Model 3 are is also referred to as a between-within model

so estimated coefficients of individual-level covariates in model 3 are referred to as

within-cluster effects.

We use formulas (4–6) and (4–8) to compute model-based standardized proportions

based on model 1 and model 3, respectively. Model-based standardized proportions are

presented in Table 4-3. The standardized proportions from the CPL method in Table 4-3

are computed based on model 1 in Table 4-2. The standardized proportions from the

census method in Table 4-3 are computed based on model 3 in Table 4-2. The mean

standardized proportions estimated from the two methods based on 100 bootstrapping

data sets are almost identical, so the two methods generate almost the same results. If

neighborhood-level means are not available, the CPL method can be used to estimate

standardized proportions. If neighborhood-level means are available, both the CPL

method and the census method can be used to estimate standardized proportions.

4.5 Discussion

We have presented two methods to find model-based standardized proportions.

In Table 4-3, we have seen that standardized proportions from the CPL method are

almost identical to those from the census method but estimated standard deviations

from the CPL method is higher than those from the census method on average.

The reason is that the CPL method can only use discordant pairs of observations to

estimate individual-level parameters but the census method uses all the data to estimate

parameters. If census data are available, we prefer to use the census method because

it provides narrower 95% confidence interval than the CPL method does. If census data
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Table 4-3. Model-Based Standardized Proportions of People Who Drink Alcohol,
Stratified by age group, to Account for Unmeasured Confounding due to
Cluster

Method Age Group N Mean SD 95%CI for Mean
CPL Group 1: 18-34 100 0.618 0.030 (0.612, 0.624)

Group 2: 35-54 100 0.538 0.020 (0.534, 0.542)
Group 3: 55-64 100 0.477 0.033 (0.471, 0.484)
Group 4: 65+ 100 0.492 0.023 (0.487, 0.497)
Group 2 - Group 1 100 -0.080 0.037 (-0.087, -0.073)
Group 3 - Group 1 100 -0.141 0.046 (-0.150, -0.132)
Group 4 - Group 1 100 -0.125 0.042 (-0.133, -0.117)

Census Group 1: 18-34 100 0.613 0.026 (0.608, 0.618)
Group 2: 35-54 100 0.538 0.018 (0.534, 0.542)
Group 3: 55-64 100 0.476 0.027 (0.471, 0.481)
Group 4: 65+ 100 0.487 0.019 (0.483, 0.491)
Group 2 - Group 1 100 -0.075 0.030 (-0.081, -0.069)
Group 3 - Group 1 100 -0.137 0.039 (-0.145, -0.129)
Group 4 - Group 1 100 -0.126 0.034 (-0.132, -0.119)

are not available, we can use the CPL method to estimate standardized proportions and

their 95% confidence interval.

The Stata program gllamm can be very slow when there are many parameters

to be estimated, many latent variables, and many observations, as mentioned in the

Stata program gllamm manual by Rabe-Hesketh [28]. The number of parameters to be

estimated in the census method is two times that in the CPL method but computation

time in the census method is more than 30 times that in the CPL method. A short

period of computation time gives the CPL method an advantage over the census

method because the CPL method does not need neighborhood-level covariates for

estimating the distribution of random effects. In Table 4-2, we see that many p-values of

neighborhood-level coefficients in model 3 are greater than 0.05 so we can speed up the

computation of the census method by removing neighborhood-level covariates whose

coefficients have p-values that are greater than 0.05.

The census method needs to specify neighborhood-level covariates used in a

model but the CPL method does not. The census method relies on the assumption
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that Ψ is a linear function of a random effect and neighborhood-level covariates but

the CPL method does not need this assumption. So the CPL method is more robust

than the census method based on the specification of neighborhood covariates and the

assumption about Ψ. From Table 4-2, we see that a majority of individual-level effects

estimated from model 1 and model 3 are close to each other so the assumption is

approximately true. We only provide simulation studies to show that our methods work

well when the assumption holds. Ideally, we would like to have theoretical proof for our

methods. It will be our further research in the future.
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CHAPTER 5
ACHIEVEMENTS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Chapter 2 has presented the applications of the CPL method for many types

of outcomes. Brumback et al. [7] first applied the CPL method to binary outcomes

in complex survey data using the SAS SURVEYLOGISTIC PROCEDURE. This

method greatly simplified programming and simultaneously overcame many difficult

issues such as small sample size within neighborhood, complex sampling design, and

unmeasured confounding. After that, this method has been gradually extended to many

different types of outcomes including ordinal outcome, nominal multinomial outcome,

count outcome, and nonnegative outcome. For each type of outcome, we use the

conditional pseudo-likelihood function to develop a method for transforming response

and covariates. After original data are transformed by the rules we developed based

on the conditional pseudo-likelihood function, those transformed data are ready to be

used in the SAS SURVEYLOGISTIC PROCEDURE. We not only present theory and

simulation to show that our method can find consistent estimator interested but also

provide the SAS code for computing the estimated parameters.

So far, we have developed all methods and SAS code for applying the conditional

pseudo-likelihood method to each type of outcomes. The SAS code for each type of

outcomes is a separate file and has to run independently to get results. This is not

convenient for users. It is possible to integrate all SAS code for each type of outcome

into one particular procedure like many SAS procedures. By doing this, it will make the

CPL method much more easier to use because users do not need to consider how to

transform data by themselves. After the rules of transforming data were developed, the

majority of work is to transform data in order to use the CPL method. If we can develop

a general procedure which can transform data automatically, it will be very convenient to

users. In order to transform data automatically, the procedure needs some information
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such as type of outcome, a list of individual-level covariates in the model, the distribution

of response, cluster id, a link function, and sampling weights for each observation.

When outcomes are categorical such as binary, ordinal, and multinomial, the CPL

method does not use all pairs. When a pair of transformed outcomes have the same

value, then they do not have contribution to the likelihood function. Those pairs of data

can be dropped from the data set. When a generalized linear mixed model can be used,

it will have higher efficiency than the CPL method. When a generalized liner mixed

model can not be used directly, for instance, neighborhood covariates do not follow a

normal distribution, the CPL method still can be used to find consistent estimators.

Chapter 3 has presented the bias and measurement error in between-within models

due to adjusting for confounding by unmeasured cluster covariates. Between-within

models are popular in social epidemiology to adjust for confounding by neighborhood

characteristics. There are some situations under which the approach fails to adequately

adjusts for confounding due to unmeasured cluster covariates. This chapter presented

several simulation studies to show that the failure can happen when heteroscedasticity

of error is not handled properly. Those simulation studies are conducted for linear

mixed models. We have also found the failure can happen in generalized linear mixed

models. In the future, simulation studies for generalized linear mixed models should be

conducted to show that how heteroscedasticity of error can lead to bias when it is not

handled properly.

In survey data, the sample size within each neighborhood is typically small, which

results in the trouble of using between-within models to adjust for confounding due

to cluster covariates. When census data are not available, a simple sample mean

within each neighborhood or a weighted sample means within each neighborhood

is used to replace the true mean within each neighborhood. This replacement leads

to failure to adjust for confounding because this replacement is often much different

from the true mean within each neighborhood due to small sample size within each
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neighborhood. The difference between the replacement and true cluster mean leads

to biased estimators of the coefficients of neighborhood covariates in models. This

chapter presented how to correct the biased estimators of neighborhood covariates

in linear mixed models. We also found that this happened in generalized linear mixed

models. The correction of biased estimators in generalized linear mixed models is more

challenging than the one in linear mixed models.

Chapter 4 has presented the methods of computing model-based standardized

proportions with complex survey data. Personal behaviors depends not only on personal

characteristics but also possible on social-economic factors such as neighborhood level

factors. When we model the association of a personal behavior with personal factors

and neighborhood level factors in survey data, neighborhood level factors are usually

not available or unmeasured. Using simple sample means or weighted sample means

to replace neighborhood level factors can lead to serious bias which was demonstrated

by our simulation studies. We proposed the CPL method to circumvent the replacement

and estimate individual level coefficients first, then treat the sum of the product of

individual factors and corresponding individual coefficients as an offset, then using

the Stata program gllamm to estimate the distribution of neighborhood level factors.

After that, we computed model-based standardized proportions. When census data

are available, we can use the census method which directly use the Stata program

gllamm to estimate all parameters, then we can compute model-based standardized

proportions. Simulation study shows that 95% CI estimates of β generated by these

two methods cover the true value of β while the weighted method does not. When we

applied these two methods to the 2008 Florida BRFSS survey data, the standardized

proportions estimated by two methods were almost identical. From this application, we

found that the program based on the CPL method runs more than 30 times faster than

the one based on the census method. When a data set gets large, the CPL method has

computational advantage over the census method. The census method has to specify
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the neighborhood level covariates used in the model but the CPL method does not, so

the CPL method is more robust than the census method.
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APPENDIX A
EXPECTATION OF THE SCORE FUNCTION IS ZERO

A baseline category logit model is defined as

log
P(Yij = k |Xi , bi)
P(Yij = K |Xi , bi)

= Xijβk + αk + bi , k = 1, ...,K − 1, (A–1)

where βk are the parameters of interest, i indexes neighborhood, j indexes individual,

Xij are individual-level covariates, bi are neighborhood-level covariates, and Xi =

{Xi1, ...,Xini}. Assume Xij and Xil are independent given Xi and bi . For simplicity, the

notation of the condition given Xi and bi will be omitted from all following conditional

probability mass functions and probability density functions. For example, P(·|Xi , bi ,Sij)

and P(·|Xi , bi) will be simplified as P(·|Sij) and P(·), respectively. K is set to 3 in this

proof. Let Z = (Yij ,Yil) ∈ {Z1,Z2,Z3,Z4,Z5,Z6} where Z1 = (Yij = 1, Yil = 2),

Z2 = (Yij = 1, Yil = 3), Z3 = (Yij = 2, Yil = 1), Z4 = (Yij = 2, Yil = 3), Z5 = (Yij = 3,

Yil = 1), Z6 = (Yij = 3, Yil = 2). For Z = Z1, let S13 ∈ {Z1,Z3}, then we can find the

probability of (Yij = 1, Yil = 2) given Xi , bi , and S13 as

P(Z1|S13) =
P(Yij = 1)P(Yil = 2)

P(Yij = 1)P(Yil = 2) + P(Yij = 2)P(Yil = 1)
. (A–2)

Based on model (A–1), we have the following

P(Yij = k) = P(Yij = 3)exp(Xijβk + αk + bi), k = 1, ...,K − 1. (A–3)

Therefore, we have the following

P(Yij = 1) = exp(Xijβ1 + α1 + bi)P(Yij = 3), (A–4)

P(Yij = 2) = exp(Xijβ2 + α2 + bi)P(Yij = 3), (A–5)

P(Yil = 1) = exp(Xilβ1 + α1 + bi)P(Yil = 3), (A–6)

P(Yil = 2) = exp(Xilβ2 + α2 + bi)P(Yil = 3). (A–7)
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Plug (A–4), (A–5), (A–6), and (A–7) into (A–2), we can simplify (A–2) as

P(Z1|S13) =
exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))
, (A–8)

Similarly, we can find the probability of (Yij = 2, Yil = 1) given Xi , bi , and S13 as

P(Z3|S13) =
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))
. (A–9)

For Z = Z2, let S25 ∈ {Z2,Z5}, then we can find the probability of (Yij = 1, Yil = 3) given

Xi , bi , and S25 as

P(Z2|S25) =
P(Z2)

P(Z2) + P(Z5)

=
P(Yij = 1)P(Yil = 3)

P(Yij = 1)P(Yil = 3) + P(Yij = 3)P(Yil = 1)

=
P(Yij = 3)exp(Xijβ1 + α1 + bi)P(Yil = 3)

P(Yij = 3)exp(Xijβ1 + α1 + bi)P(Yil = 3) + P(Yij = 3)P(Yil = 3)exp(Xilβ1 + α1 + bi)

=
exp(Xijβ1)

exp(Xijβ1) + exp(Xil)β2)
.

It is equivalent to

P(Z2|S25) =
exp((Xij − Xil)β1)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β1)

. (A–10)

Similarly, we can find following probabilities of pairs (Yij ,Yil) given Xi , bi , and S as

P(Z5|S25) =
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β1)
, (A–11)

P(Z4|S46) =
exp((Xij − Xil)β2)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β2)

, (A–12)

P(Z6|S46) =
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β2)
. (A–13)
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Therefore, the log conditional pseudo likelihood function of all possible pairs within each

neighborhood for estimating β can be written as follows:

L(β) =

m∑
i=1

ni−1∑
j=1

ni∑
l=j+1

{I (Z = Z1)log(P(Z1|S13)) + I (Z = Z3)log(P(Z3|S13))

+ I (Z = Z2)log(P(Z2|S25)) + I (Z = Z5)log(P(Z5|S25))

+ I (Z = Z4)log(P(Z4|S46)) + I (Z = Z6)log(P(Z6|S46))},

where I (Z = Zi) is an indicator function for i = 1, ..., 6. Plug (A–8), (A–9), (A–10),

(A–11), (A–12), (A–13) into the above log conditional pseudo likelihood function, we can

have the following log conditional pseudo likelihood function

L(β) =
m∑
i=1

ni−1∑
j=1

ni∑
l=j+1

(
I (Z = Z1)log

exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

+ I (Z = Z3)log
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

+ I (Z = Z2)log
exp((Xij − Xil)β1)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β1)

+ I (Z = Z5)log
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β1)

+ I (Z = Z4)log
exp((Xij − Xil)β2)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β2)

+ I (Z = Z6)log
1

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β2)

)
.

Take the derivative with respect to β1 on the both sides of the above log likelihood

function, we get a score function

∂L

∂β1
=

m∑
i=1

ni−1∑
j=1

ni∑
l=j+1

(
I (Z = Z1)(Xij − Xil)

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

− I (Z = Z3)(Xij − Xil)exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

+
I (Z = Z2)(Xij − Xil)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β1)

− I (Z = Z5)(Xij − Xil)exp((Xij − Xil)β1)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β1)

)
.
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Take the expectation with respect to responses on the both sides of the above score

function, we get the expectation of the score function as follows:

E

(
∂L

∂β1

)
=

m∑
i=1

ni−1∑
j=1

ni∑
l=j+1

(
E(I (Z = Z1))(Xij − Xil)

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

− E(I (Z = Z3))(Xij − Xil)exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

1 + exp((Xij − Xil)(β1 − β2))

+
E(I (Z = Z2))(Xij − Xil)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β1)

− E(I (Z = Z5))(Xij − Xil)exp((Xij − Xil)β1)
1 + exp((Xij − Xil)β1)

)
.

Based on the assumption that Xij and Xil are independent given Xi and bi , we can find

E(I (Z = Zi)) for i = 1, ..., 6. Therefore,

E(I (Z = Z1)) = P(Z = Z1) = P(Yij = 1,Yil = 2) = P(Yij = 1)P(Yil = 2),

E(I (Z = Z2)) = P(Z = Z2) = P(Yij = 1,Yil = 3) = P(Yij = 1)P(Yil = 3),

E(I (Z = Z3)) = P(Z = Z3) = P(Yij = 2,Yil = 1) = P(Yij = 2)P(Yil = 1),

E(I (Z = Z4)) = P(Z = Z4) = P(Yij = 2,Yil = 3) = P(Yij = 2)P(Yil = 3),

E(I (Z = Z5)) = P(Z = Z5) = P(Yij = 3,Yil = 1) = P(Yij = 3)P(Yil = 1),

E(I (Z = Z6)) = P(Z = Z6) = P(Yij = 3,Yil = 2) = P(Yij = 3)P(Yil = 2).

Plug (A–4), (A–5), (A–6), and (A–7) into the above expressions of E(I (Z = Zi)) for

i = 1, ..., 6, then the expectation E(I (Z = Zi)) for i = 1, ..., 6 can be written as following

E(I (Z = Z1)) = exp(Xijβ1 + α1 + bi)P(Yij = 3)exp(Xilβ2 + α2 + bi)P(Yil = 3),

E(I (Z = Z2)) = exp(Xijβ1 + α1 + bi)P(Yij = 3)P(Yil = 3),

E(I (Z = Z3)) = exp(Xijβ2 + α2 + bi)P(Yij = 3)exp(Xilβ1 + α1 + bi)P(Yil = 3),

E(I (Z = Z4)) = exp(Xijβ2 + α2 + bi)P(Yij = 3)P(Yil = 3),

E(I (Z = Z5)) = exp(Xilβ1 + α1 + bi)P(Yij = 3)P(Yil = 3),

E(I (Z = Z6)) = exp(Xijβ2 + α2 + bi)P(Yij = 3)P(Yil = 3).
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Plug the corresponding expression of E(I (Z = Zi)) into the right hand side of the

expectation of the score function, it is easy to show that both the numerator of the first

two fractions and the numerator of the last two fractions in the expectation of the score

function are zero. Therefore, the expectation of the score function of β1 is zero based on

the conditional pseudo likelihood function. Similarly, we can show that the expectation of

the score function of β2 is zero based on the conditional pseudo likelihood function.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF IDENTICAL ESTIMATORS IN TWO MODELS

Show that two coefficients of Xij in the following two models are equal. Model 1 is

Yij = β0 + β1Xij + αi + ϵij , (B–1)

and model 2 is

Yij = β0 + β1Xij + β2X̄i
s
+ δi + ϵij , (B–2)

where i = 1, ...,m, j = 1, ..., n, ϵij ∼ N(0,σ2), δi ∼ N(0,σ2n), δi ⊥ {Xij , ϵij}, and

X̄i
s
= n−1Σni=1Xij . Prove β1 are identical in the two models.

For model 1, let β = (β0, β1,α1, ...,αm)′, Y = (Y11, ...,Ymn)′, ϵ = (ϵ11, ..., ϵmn)′, and

ϵ ∼ N(0,σ2IN) where N=mn. Let

X =



1 X11 1 ... 0

...
...

... . . . ...

1 X1n 1 ... 0

...
...

... . . . ...

1 Xm1 0 ... 1

...
...

... . . . ...

1 Xmn 0 ... 1


then

X ′X =



N NX̄ n ... n

NX̄ ΣijX
2
ij nX̄

s
1 ... nX̄

s
m

n nX̄ s1 n ... 0

...
...

... . . . ...

n nX̄ sm 0 ... n


and X ′Y = (NȲ , ΣijXijYij , nȲ1, ... , nȲm)

′, where Ȳ = N−1Σmi=1Σ
n
j=1Yij , X̄ =

N−1Σmi=1Σ
n
j=1Xij , Ȳi = n

−1Σnj=1Yij , and X̄ si = n
−1Σnj=1Xij .
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Because X ′X is not full rank, only m+1 parameters can be estimated. One common

constraint is Σmi=1αi = 0. Based on the least squares estimators, X ′X β̂ = X ′Y , then we

can have the following

β̂0 = Ȳ − X̄ β̂1 (B–3)

αi = Ȳi − (β̂0 + X̄ si β̂1) for i = 1, ...,m (B–4)

NX̄ β̂0 + β̂1Σ
m
i=1Σ

n
j=1X

2
ij + nΣ

m
i=1X̄

s
i αi = Σ

m
i=1Σ

n
j=1XijYij (B–5)

Plugging equations (B–3) and (B–4) into (B–5), we can get

β̂1 =
Σmi=1Σ

n
j=1XijYij − NX̄ Ȳ − nΣmi=1X̄ si (Ȳi − Ȳ )

Σmi=1Σ
n
j=1X

2
ij − NX̄ 2 − nΣmi=1X̄ si (X̄ si − X̄ )

=
Σmi=1Σ

n
j=1(Xij − X̄ si )Yij

Σmi=1Σ
n
j=1(Xij − X̄ si )2

(B–6)

For model 2, it can be rewritten as

Yij = β0 + β1(Xij − X̄i
s
) + (β1 + β2)X̄i

s
+ δi + ϵij . (B–7)

Let β = (β0, β1, β1 + β2)
′, Y = (Y11, ...,Ymn)′, ϵ = (ϵ11, ..., ϵmn)′, ϵ ∼ N(0,σ2IN),

δ = (δ1, ..., δm)
′, R = Var(ϵ) = σ2IN , G = Var(δ) = σ2n Im. Let

X =


1 X11 − X̄ s1 X̄ s1
...

...
...

1 Xmn − X̄ sm X̄ sm

 and Z =



1 0 ... 0

...
... . . . ...

1 0 ... 0

... ... ... ...

0 ... 0 1

... . . . ...
...

0 ... 0 1
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Model 2 in a matrix form is Y = Xβ + Zδ + ϵ. So V = Var(Y ) = ZVar(δ)Z ′ + Var(ϵ) =

ZGZ ′ + R = σ2nZImZ
′ + σ2IN = σ2nZZ

′ + σ2IN . Therefore,

V =


σ2Im + σ

2
nJm ... 0

... . . . ...

0 ... σ2Im + σ
2
nJm

 =

A ... 0

... . . . ...

0 ... A


where A = σ2Im + σ

2
nJm. So A−1 = (σ2)−1

(
Im +

−σ2n
σ2+mσ2n

Jm

)
, and

V−1 =


A−1 ... 0

... . . . ...

0 ... A−1

 and A−1 =



a b ... b

b a ... b

...
... . . . ...

b b ... a


where a = σ2+(m−1)σ2n

σ2(σ2+mσ2n)
and b = −σ2n

σ2(σ2+mσ2n)
. Now we can find X ′V−1 and then find X ′V−1X

and X ′V−1Y as follows

X ′V−1 =


1 ... 1

X11 − X̄ s1 ... Xmn − X̄ sm

X̄ s1 ... X̄ sm



A−1 ... 0

... . . . ...

0 ... A−1



=


(σ2 +mσ2n)

−1 ... (σ2 +mσ2n)
−1

(σ2)−1(X11 − X̄ s1 ) ... (σ2)−1(Xmn − X̄ sm)

(σ2 +mσ2n)
−1X̄ s1 ... (σ2 +mσ2n)

−1X̄ sm

 ,
then

X ′V−1X =


N(σ2 +mσ2n)

−1 (σ2 +mσ2n)
−1Σij(Xij − X̄ si ) (σ2 +mσ2n)

−1Σij X̄
s
i

(σ2)−1Σij(Xij − X̄ si ) (σ2)−1Σij(Xij − X̄ si )2 (σ2)−1Σij(Xij − X̄ si )X̄ si

(σ2 +mσ2n)
−1Σij X̄

s
i (σ2)−1Σij(Xij − X̄ si )X̄ si (σ2 +mσ2n)

−1Σij(X̄
s
i )
2
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=


N(σ2 +mσ2n)

−1 0 (σ2 +mσ2n)
−1Σij X̄

s
i

0 (σ2)−1Σij(Xij − X̄ si )2 0

(σ2 +mσ2n)
−1Σij X̄

s
i 0 (σ2 +mσ2n)

−1Σij(X̄
s
i )
2

 ,
and

X ′V−1Y =


(σ2 +mσ2n)

−1ΣijYij

(σ2)−1Σij(Xij − X̄ si )Yij

(σ2 +mσ2n)
−1Σij X̄

s
i Yij

 .
Based on the generalized least squares estimators, we know (X ′V−1X )β̂ = X ′V−1Y , we

can find the estimator of β1, which is

β̂1 =
Σij(Xij − X̄ si )Yij
Σij(Xij − X̄ si )2

. (B–8)

Comparing (B–6) with (B–8), we see they are identical.

Similarly, we can find estimated β0 which is

β̂0 = N
−1
∑
ij

Yij − (β̂1 + β̂2)N−1
∑
ij

X̄ si . (B–9)

If the mean of the marginal distribution of Xij is zero, then β̂0 = N−1∑
ij Yij which is not

effected by X̄ si .
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CLUSTER EFFECTS

Let pij = expit(Xijβ+ui), ui = θi+α1X̄i , θi ∼ N(α0, τ 2), and X̄i = N−1
i Σ

Ni
j=1Xij . Assume

Yij ∼ g(pij) given ui and Xij , Xij ∼ Ber(expit(ϕi)) given ϕi ∼ N(0, 1), and θi ⊥ {ϕi ,Xij}.

One can find the distribution of ui as follows.

In order to find the marginal distribution of ui , we can use the conditional expectation

and variance of ui given ϕi , then we have the following

E(ui |ϕi) = E(θi + α1X̄i |ϕi)

= E(θi |ϕi) + α1E(X̄i |ϕi)

= E(θi) + (α1/Ni)Σ
Ni
j=1(E(Xij |ϕi))

= α0 + α1E(Xij |ϕi)

= α0 + α1
eϕi

1 + eϕi
,

Var(ui |ϕi) = Var(θi + α1X̄i |ϕi)

= Var(θi |ϕi) + α21Var(Xij |ϕi)/Ni

= Var(θi) + (α
2
1/Ni)Var(Xij |ϕi)

= τ 2 + α21N
−1
i

eϕi

(1 + eϕi )2
.

Then the mean and variance of the marginal distribution of ui are computed as follows

E(ui) = E(E(ui |ϕi))

= E

(
α0 +

α1e
ϕi

1 + eϕi

)
= α0 + α1E

(
eϕi

1 + eϕi

)
Var(ui) = E(Var(ui |ϕi)) + Var(E(ui |ϕi))

= τ 2 + α21N
−1
i E

(
eϕi

(1 + eϕi )2

)
+ α21Var

(
eϕi

1 + eϕi

)
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Therefore, the estimated mean and variance of the distribution of ui for a population with

a finite clusters are of the form

Ê(ui) = α0 +
α1
M

M∑
i=1

(
eϕi

1 + eϕi

)

V̂ar(ui) = τ 2 +
α21
MNi

M∑
i=1

(
eϕi

(1 + eϕi )2

)
+
α21
M

M∑
i=1

(
eϕi

1 + eϕi
− Ê(ui)

)2
Since ϕi ∼ N(0, 1), it is very simple to use the Monte Carlo integration for computing

M−1∑M
i=1(e

ϕi/(1 + eϕi )), M−1∑M
i=1(e

ϕi/(1 + eϕi )2), and M−1∑M
i=1(e

ϕi/(1 + eϕi )− Ê(ui))2

when M is large. Their estimated values can be highly accurate when M is large.

The estimated values of M−1∑M
i=1(e

ϕi/(1 + eϕi )), M−1∑M
i=1(e

ϕi/(1 + eϕi )2), and

M−1∑M
i=1(e

ϕi/(1 + eϕi ) − Ê(ui))2 are approximately equal to 1/2, 1/5, and 1/23,

respectively. According to the central limit theorem, X̄i has an approximately normal

distribution since Ni is large. Because Ni is large, the middle term of the variance of

ui is approximate to zero. Given θi has a normal distribution and θi ⊥ Xij so θi ⊥ X̄i .

Therefore, ui has an approximately normal distribution as follows

ui ∼ N(α0 + α1/2, τ 2 + α21/23) (C–1)
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APPENDIX D
DISTRIBUTION OF RANDOM EFFECTS

Let p(u) ∼ N(µR , τ2R), p(X |u), and p(Y |X , u) be real distributions. Let ps(u) ∼

N(µ, τ 2), ps(X |u), and ps(Y |X , u) be standard distributions. Let p∗(u) ∼ N(µE , τ 2E),

p∗(X |u), and p∗(Y |X , u) be another standard distributions.The assumption X ⊥ u

is held in both standard distributions but it is not held for the real distributions. These

distributions have the following relationships

pS(Y |X , u) = p(Y |X , u) p∗(Y |X , u) = p(Y |X , u)

pS(X |u) = p(X ) p∗(X |u) = p(X )

pS(u) = p(u) p∗(u) ̸= p(u).

The paired sample data are fit into the Stata gllamm, which is to maximize

∑
i

∑
j<l

log

(∫
p(Yij |Xij , ui)p(Yil |Xil , ui)p(ui ; θ)dui

)
=
∑
i

∑
j<l

log
(
pS(Y |X ; θ)

)
(D–1)

where θ = (µ, τ 2)T , Y := (Yij ,Yil), X := (Xij ,Xil), and u = ui . Take the derivative and

then the expectation to find the following estimating equation

S(θ) =
∑
i

∑
j<l

∂

∂θ
log
(
pS(Y |X ; θ)

)
(D–2)

Let N be the number of terms with j < l for all i , then

E [S(θ)] = N

∫
∂log(pS(Y |X ; θ)

∂θ
p(Y |X ; θ)dy (D–3)

= N

∫
∂pS(Y |X ; θ)

∂θ

p(Y |X ; θ)
pS(Y |X ; θ)

dy (D–4)

where p(u; θ) ∼ N(µ, τ2), then

∂p(u; θ)

∂µ
= p(u; θ)

u − µ

τ 2
(D–5)

∂p(u; θ)

∂τ
= p(u; θ)

(
(u − µ)2

τ 3
− 1
τ

)
(D–6)
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Therefore,

∂

∂θ
pS(Y |X ; θ) =

∫
p(Y |X , u) ∂

∂θ
p(u; θ)du (D–7)

More specifically,

∂

∂µ
pS(Y |X ; θ) =

∫
p(Y |X , u)p(u; θ)

(
u − µ

τ 2

)
du (D–8)

∂

∂τ
pS(Y |X ; θ) =

∫
p(Y |X , u)p(u; θ)

(
(u − µ)2

τ 3
− 1
τ

)
du (D–9)

Hence,

E [S(µ)] = N

∫ [∫
p(Y |X , u)p(u; θ)

(
u − µ

τ 2

)
du

]
p(Y |X ; θ)
pS(Y |X ; θ)

dy (D–10)

E [S(τ))] = N

∫ [∫
p(Y |X , u)p(u; θ)

(
(u − µ)2

τ 3
− 1
τ

)
du

]
p(Y |X ; θ)
pS(Y |X ; θ)

dy (D–11)

Then E [S(µ)] can be written as

E [S(µ)] = EY |XE
S
u

[
pS(Y |X , u)
pS(Y |X )

(
u − µ

τ 2

)]
ind .
= EY |XE

S
u

[
pS(u|X ,Y )
pS(u)

(
u − µ

τ 2

)]
= EY |XE

S

[(
u − µ

τ 2

)
|X ,Y

]
EXE [S(µ)] =

1

τ2
EX ,Y (E

S(u|X ,Y )− µ)

Similarly,

EXE [S(τ)] =
1

τ3
EX ,YE

S((u − µ)2|X ,Y )− 1
τ

If EX ,YES(u|X ,Y )
.
= µ and EX ,YE s((u − µ)2|X ,Y ) .= τ 2, then our estimating equation

has the mean 0.
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Next for another standard distributions, estimating equations solve

∑
i

∑
j<l

∫
p(Y |X , u)p∗(u; θ)

(
u−µ
τ2

)
du∫

p(Y |X , u)p∗(u; θ)du
= 0 (D–12)

∑
i

∑
j<l

∫
p(Y |X , u)p∗(u; θ)

(
(u−µ)2

τ3
− 1

τ

)
du∫

p(Y |X , u)p∗(u; θ)du
= 0 (D–13)

Based on the assumption ui ⊥ Xi , the above score functions can be rewritten as

∑
i

∑
j<l

E ∗
u

[
p∗(Y |X , u)
p∗(Y |X )

(
u − µ

τ 2

)]
=
∑
i

∑
j<l

E ∗
u

[
p∗(u|X ,Y ; θ)
p∗(u; θ)

(
u − µ

τ 2

)]
= 0∑
i

∑
j<l

E ∗
u

[
p∗(Y |X , u)
p∗(Y |X )

(
(u − µ)2

τ 3
− 1
τ

)]
=
∑
i

∑
j<l

E ∗
u

[
p∗(u|X ,Y ; θ)
p∗(u; θ)

(
(u − µ)2

τ 3
− 1
τ

)]
= 0

It is equivalent to solve

∑
i

∑
j<l

∫ (
u − µ

τ 2

)
p∗(u|X ,Y ; θ)du = 0 (D–14)

∑
i

∑
j<l

∫ (
(u − µ)2

τ 3
− 1
τ

)
p∗(u|X ,Y ; θ)du = 0 (D–15)

The estimated mean and variance of ui are

µ̂ =
∑
i

∑
j<l

∫
up∗(u|X ,Y ; θ)du (D–16)

τ̂2 =
∑
i

∑
j<l

∫
(u − µ)2p∗(u|X ,Y ; θ)du (D–17)
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Based on Bayesian rule, we have

p∗(u|X ,Y ) = p
∗(u,Y |X )
p∗(Y |X )

=
p∗(Y |X , u)p∗(u|X )

p∗(Y |X )

=
p∗(Y |X , u)p∗(u)∫
p∗(Y |X , u)p∗(u)du

=
p(Y |X , u)p∗(u)∫
p(Y |X , u)p∗(u)du

Then the estimated mean and variance of ui can be written as

µ̂ =
∑
i

∑
j<l

∫
up(Y |X , u)p∗(u)du∫
p(Y |X , u)p∗(u)du

(D–18)

τ̂2 =
∑
i

∑
j<l

∫
(u − µ)2p(Y |X , u)p∗(u)du∫
p(Y |X , u)p∗(u)du

(D–19)
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APPENDIX E
SAS CODE AND STATA CODE IN CHAPTER 4

E.1 SAS Code for Simulation Studies

***************************************************************;

* Title: Simulation for Binary Response and unequally Sampling;

***************************************************************;

*The location of unequalSample Data;

libname mydata "C:\S4B\data\unequalSample";

*Part 1: Generate population data set;

%macro gpop(M, Ni, beta, gamma0, gamma1, tau);

*Generate x_ij~bin(&Ni,p_i) where logit(px_i)=u_i and u_i~N(0,1);

data simx;

do i=1 to &M;

u_i=rand(’normal’,0,1);

px_i=exp(u_i)/(1+exp(u_i));

do j=1 to &Ni;

x_ij=rand(’binomial’,px_i,1);

output;

end;

end;

run;

*Find the mean of x_ij in each of clusters;

proc means data=simx noprint;

class i;

var x_ij;

output out=xmean mean=xi_bar;

run;
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*Generate b_i=gamma*x_bar+del_i where del_i~N(0,1);

data xmeana(drop=i);

set xmean(keep=i xi_bar);

where (i^=.);

del_i=rand(’normal’,&gamma0,&tau);

b_i=&gamma1*xi_bar+del_i;

*b_i=&gamma0+&gamma1*xi_bar+&tau*del_i;

run;

data sim_di(drop=i);

set xmeana;

do i=1 to &Ni;

output;

end;

run;

*Generate py_ij for each of y_ij based on x_ij, beta, and b_i;

*Population data set is saved in mydata.simxyp;

data mydata.simxyp(keep=i j x_ij u_i xi_bar del_i b_i py_ij y_ij);

merge simx sim_di;

py_ij=exp(&beta*x_ij+b_i)/(1+exp(&beta*x_ij+b_i));

y_ij=rand(’Binomial’,py_ij,1);

run;

%mend gpop;

%gpop(M=1000,Ni=1000,beta=-0.5,gamma0=0.5, gamma1=2, tau=1);

*****************************************************;

*Part 2: Unequally Sample population data many times;

*------------------------------------------------------------;

%macro unequal_sample(ts);
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%do rep=1 %to &ts;

data ssimxyw;

set mydata.simxyp;

replicate=&rep;

w_ij=1;

if y_ij=x_ij then do; w_ij=2; select=rand(’binomial’, .002, 1); end;

else select=rand(’binomial’, .004, 1);

if select=1 then do; xw_ij=x_ij*w_ij; output; end;

run;

%if &rep=1 %then %do; data mydata.unequal_ssimxyw; set ssimxyw; run; %end;

%else%do; proc append base=mydata.unequal_ssimxyw data=ssimxyw; run;%end;

%end;

%mend unequal_sample;

%unequal_sample(ts=100)

/*Compute weighted sample mean for each cluster*/

data temp; set mydata.unequal_ssimxyw; run;

proc sort data=temp; by replicate i; run;

*compute weighted sample means for each cluster in each of sample;

data wsm4c(keep=replicate i wsm b_i);

set temp;

by replicate i;

if first.i then do; sum_xw=0; sum_w=0; end;

sum_xw+xw_ij;

sum_w+w_ij;

if last.i then do; wsm=sum_xw/sum_w; output; end;

run;

*Merge weighted sample means with a unequal_sample data set;
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*by replicate and cluster i;

proc sql;

create table unequal_ssimxyw_wsm4c as

select

one.*,

two.wsm as xi_hat

from temp one, wsm4c two

where (one.replicate=two.replicate and one.i=two.i);

quit;

*Make pairs for GLMM within each cluster of each sample;

proc sql;

create table match as

select

one.i as i,

one.j as one_j, two.j as two_j,

one.x_ij as x_ij1, two.x_ij as x_ij2,

one.y_ij as y_ij1, two.y_ij as y_ij2,

one.w_ij*two.w_ij as weight_prod,

one.b_i as b_i,

one.xi_bar as xi_bar,

one.xi_hat as xi_hat,

one.del_i as delta_i,

one.replicate as replicate

from unequal_ssimxyw_wsm4c one, unequal_ssimxyw_wsm4c two

where (one.replicate=two.replicate and one.i=two.i and one.j<two.j);

quit;

*Construct composite pairs;
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data wcc_pairs;

set match;

if y_ij1=y_ij2 then delete;

if y_ij1=1 and y_ij2=0 then do; y_ijl=1; diff=x_ij1-x_ij2; end;

if y_ij1=0 and y_ij2=1 then do; y_ijl=0; diff=x_ij1-x_ij2; end;

run;

%macro findbeta(unequal_sample);

%do rs=1 %to &unequal_sample;

*select one sample;

data all_pairs;

set wcc_pairs;

where(replicate=&rs);

run;

*Use all pairs to estimate beta;

title "Sample &rs";

proc surveylogistic data=all_pairs;

ods output ParameterEstimates=one_estimates;

cluster i;

model y_ijl(ref=’0’)=diff/link=glogit noint;

Weight Weight_prod;

run;title;

data temp2;

set one_estimates;

replicate=&rs;

run;

%if &rs=1 %then %do; data mydata.all_estimates; set temp2; run; %end;

%if &rs^=1 %then
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%do; proc append base=mydata.all_estimates data=temp2; run; %end;

%end;

*Compute means and standard errors of parameters;

title "Estimate based on &unequal_sample sample";

proc means data=mydata.all_estimates;

class variable;

var estimate StdErr;

run;title;

%mend findbeta;

%findbeta(unequal_sample=100);

*merge estimated beta with a match data set;

proc sql;

create table mydata.Match4unequalSample as

select

one.*,

two.estimate as beta

from match one, mydata.all_estimates two

where (one.replicate=two.replicate);

quit;

*merge estimated beta with a sample data set;

proc sql;

create table mydata.unequal_ssimxyw_wsm4c_beta as

select

one.*,

two.estimate as beta

from unequal_ssimxyw_wsm4c one, mydata.all_estimates two

where (one.replicate=two.replicate);
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quit;

PROC EXPORT DATA= mydata.unequal_ssimxyw_wsm4c_beta

OUTFILE= "C:\S4B\Data\unequalSample\unequal_ssimxyw_wsm4c_beta.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

PROC EXPORT DATA= MYDATA.Match4unequalSample

OUTFILE= "C:\S4B\Data\unequalSample\Match4unequalSample.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

PROC EXPORT DATA= MYDATA.All_estimates

OUTFILE= "C:\S4B\Data\unequalSample\all_estimates.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

E.2 Stata Code for Simulation Studies

//------------------------------------------------------------------------

//Using unequal sample method

//True beta=-0.5, gamma1=2, gamma0=0.5, and tao=1

//Population with 1000 clusters, 1000 observations per cluster.

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------

program define getdist

set more off

mat myest=J(100,16,.)

mat colname myest=A_Beta A_g1 A_g0 A_tau2 B_Beta B_g1 B_g0 B_tau2

C_g0 C_tau2 mu_a var_a mu_b var_b mu_c var_c

forvalues i=1/100{

use "C:\S4B\Data\unequalSample\Match4unequalSample.dta", clear

keep if replicate==‘i’

gen final_id=_n

reshape long x_ij y_ij, i(final_id) j(pair_id)
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gen pwt2=weight_prod/10000

gen pwt1=1

gen xb=x_ij*beta

//Model A: using GLLAMM and census data

//so b_i=gamma1*xi_bar+delta_i and x_ij are using in the model A.

gllamm y_ij x_ij xi_bar, i(final_id) pweight(pwt) link(logit)

family(binomial) robust cluster(i) adapt

mat A = e(b)

mat myest[‘i’,1] = A[1,1]

mat myest[‘i’,2] = A[1,2]

mat myest[‘i’,3] = A[1,3]

mat myest[‘i’,4] = A[1,4]*A[1,4]

//Model B: using GLLAMM

//so b_i=gamma1*xi_hat+delta_i and x_ij are using in the model B.

gllamm y_ij x_ij xi_hat, i(final_id) pweight(pwt) link(logit)

family(binomial) robust cluster(i) adapt

mat B = e(b)

mat myest[‘i’,5] = B[1,1]

mat myest[‘i’,6] = B[1,2]

mat myest[‘i’,7] = B[1,3]

mat myest[‘i’,8] = B[1,4]*B[1,4]

//Model C: using CPL+GLLAMM so offset(xb) using in the model C.

gllamm y_ij, offset(xb) i(final_id) pweight(pwt) link(logit)

family(binomial) robust cluster(i) adapt

mat C = e(b)

mat myest[‘i’,9] = C[1,1]

mat myest[‘i’,10] = C[1,2]*C[1,2]
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mat myest[‘i’,11] = A[1,3]+A[1,2]/2

mat myest[‘i’,12] = A[1,4]*A[1,4]+A[1,2]*A[1,2]/23

mat myest[‘i’,13] = B[1,3]+B[1,2]/2

mat myest[‘i’,14] = B[1,4]*B[1,4]+B[1,2]*B[1,2]/23

mat myest[‘i’,15] = C[1,1]

mat myest[‘i’,16] = C[1,2]*C[1,2]

}

svmat myest, names(col)

keep A_Beta A_g1 A_g0 A_tau2 B_Beta B_g1 B_g0 B_tau2

C_g0 C_tau2 mu_a var_a mu_b var_b mu_c var_c

drop if A_Beta==.

summarize

save "C:\S4B\Data\UnequalSample\allparameters.dta", replace

end

getdist

E.3 SAS Code for Computing Individual-Level Coefficients Using the CPL
Method and Generating Bootstrapping Data sets from the 2008 BRFSS

Survey Sata

**********************************************************************;

* Uses: 1. Compute individual-level coefficients using the CPL method.

* 2. Generate bootstrapping data sets from the 2008 Florida BRFSS

* survey data.

**********************************************************************;

%let local=1; %let test=1;%let sim=2;

%macro lib();

%if &local=0 %then

%do; libname mydata /home/zycai/originaldata/data; %end;
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*for running on a local computer;

%if &local=1 %then

%do; libname mydata "C:\OriginalData\data";%end;

%if &test=1 %then %do; %let sim=4; %end;

%if &test=0 %then %do; %let sim=100; %end;

%mend;

%lib;

data mydata.allxb mydata.allbetas mydata.allprop;

set _null_; run;

data brfss08(keep=gender race age educa income drnkany avedrnk drnkdy

pmale pfemale pwhite pblack phisp pasian pother pao

plt25 p25to50 pgt50 plths pgths page1 page2 page3 page4

_finalwt zipid);

set mydata.alldeid08;

if pasian^=.;

rename race2=race

sex=gender

income2=income

drnkany4=drnkany

avedrnk2=avedrnk

_DRNKDY3=drnkdy;

pao=pasian+pother;

pmale=1-pfemale;

page1=1-page2-page3-page4;

run;

*Exclude observations with missing values;

data brfss;
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set brfss08;

if drnkany in (1,2);

if drnkany=2 then drnkany=0;

**Delete missing and unknown data;

if race not in (9, .);

if educa not in (9,.);

if age not in (7, 9, .);

if income not in(77, 99, .);

run;

proc sort data=brfss; by zipid; run;

*Add numbers to denote individuals in each of zipcodes;

data alcohol;

set brfss;

by zipid;

if first.zipid then ID_J=0;

ID_J+1;

output;

run;

*Remove an observation that is only one sample in a zipcode;

data alcohol_r;

set alcohol;

by zipid;

if first.zipid=1 and last.zipid=1 then delete;

run;

**Categorize alcohol data;

data alcoholc;

set alcohol_r;
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female=0;if gender=2 then female=1;

*education: College or above vs less than College;

edu_h=0; if educa>4 then edu_h=1;

income_h=0; if income>5 then income_h=1;

black=0; if race=2 then black=1;

hisp=0; if race=8 then hisp=1;

asian=0; if race=3 then asian=1;

other=0; if race in (4,5,6,7) then other=1;

ao=asian+other;

*age: reference is [18,34];

age2=0; if 35<=age<=54 then age2=1;

age3=0; if 55<=age<=64 then age3=1;

age4=0; if age>=65 then age4=1;

run;

**Collect all distinct zipcode;

data zipcode(keep=zipid);

set alcohol_r;

by zipid;

if first.zipid=1 then output;

run;

%macro simu(sim);

%do s=1 %to &sim;

*Resample data by zipcode;

proc surveyselect data=zipcode out=zipcode_bt

method=urs

samprate=1

outhits
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rep=1;

run;

*Sort data by zipcode, and NumberHits;

proc sort data=zipcode_bt;

by zipid NumberHits;

run;

*Collect all distinct zipcode after resampling;

data zipcode_bs;

set zipcode_bt;

by zipid NumberHits;

if first.NumberHits=1 then output;

run;

*Generate new zipcode based on old zipcode and the number of hits

*in resampling data;

data zipcode_new(drop=NH);

set zipcode_bs;

simu=&s;

NH=NumberHits;

do while (NH>0);

zipid_new=zipid+(NH-1)*0.01;

NH=NH-1;

output;

end;

run;

*Merge new zipcode data with categorized alcohol data by old zipcode;

proc sql;

create table alcohol_bs as
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select a.*,

b.zipid_new,

b.simu

from alcoholc as a, zipcode_new as b

where (a.zipid=b.zipid);

run;

*drop original five covariates;

data alcohol_bs;

set alcohol_bs;

drop Age Educa Income Gender Race;

run;

proc sort data=alcohol_bs; by zipid_new; run;

*Form all possible pairs within each new zip code;

*and transform data to use ordinary logistic regression;

proc sql;

create table pairs as

select a.simu,

a.zipid_new, a.ID_J as ID_J1, b.ID_J as ID_J2,

a.drnkany as drnkany1, b.drnkany as drnkany2,

a._finalwt as _finalwt1, b._finalwt as _finalwt2,

a.edu_h-b.edu_h as d_edu_h,

a.female-b.female as d_female,

a.income_h-b.income_h as d_income_h,

a.black-b.black as d_black,

a.hisp-b.hisp as d_hisp,

a.asian-b.asian as d_asian,

a.other-b.other as d_other,
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a.ao-b.ao as d_ao,

a.age2-b.age2 as d_age2,

a.age3-b.age3 as d_age3,

a.age4-b.age4 as d_age4

from alcohol_bs as a, alcohol_bs as b

where (a.zipid_new=b.zipid_new and a.ID_J<b.ID_J);

quit;

***Form weighted pairs within each zipcode;

data wpairs;

set pairs;

if drnkany1=drnkany2 then delete;

if drnkany1=1 and drnkany2=0 then drnkany_ijl=1;

if drnkany1=0 and drnkany2=1 then drnkany_ijl=0;

W_ijl=_finalwt1*_finalwt2;

run;

proc delete data=pairs; run;

***Find estimated beta for all covariates;

title "Using CPL to estimate Association between Average Alcohol Drinks

and Demographics";

proc surveylogistic data=wpairs;

ods output ParameterEstimates=one_estimate;

cluster zipid_new;

model drnkany_ijl(ref=’0’)=d_female d_edu_h d_income_h d_age2 d_age3

d_age4 d_black d_hisp d_ao/link=glogit noint;

Weight W_ijl;

run; title;

proc delete data=wpairs; run;
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**Collect coefficients from above results;

data beta; set one_estimate(keep=estimate); run;

proc transpose data=beta out=temp; run;

data betas;

set temp;

simu=&s;

rename COL1=b_female

COL2=b_edu

COL3=b_income

COL4=b_age2

COL5=b_age3

COL6=b_age4

COL7=b_black

COL8=b_hisp

COL9=b_ao;

drop _name_; RUN;

**d_female d_edu_h d_income_h d_age2 d_age3 d_age4 d_black d_hisp d_ao;

**Compute linear predictors for each observation;

**Create a variable demo_r including all covariates except age;

proc sql;

create table alcoholxb as

select a.simu,

a.zipid_new,

a.ID_J,

a.avedrnk,

a.drnkany,

a._finalwt,
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a.female,

a.edu_h,

a.income_h,

a.age2,

a.age3,

a.age4,

a.black,

a.hisp,

a.ao,

a.pfemale,

a.pgths,

a.pgt50,

a.pblack,

a.phisp,

a.pao,

a.page2,

a.page3,

a.page4,

a.female*b.b_female+

a.edu_h*b.b_edu+

a.income_h*b.b_income+

a.age2*b.b_age2+

a.age3*b.b_age3+

a.age4*b.b_age4+

a.black*b.b_black+

a.hisp*b.b_hisp+

a.ao*b.b_ao as xb,
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a.female*1+a.edu_h*2+a.income_h*4+a.black*8+a.hisp*16+a.ao*32 as demo_r

from alcohol_bs as a, betas as b

where (a.simu=b.simu);

run;

**freqency according to demo by age;

data allxbc;

set alcoholxb;

age=put(age2,1.)||put(age3,1.)||put(age4,1.);

demo=put(female,1.)||put(edu_h,1.)||put(income_h,1.)||put(black,1.)

||put(hisp,1.)||put(ao,1.);

run;

proc freq data=allxbc;

table demo*age/nofreq norow nocol out=results sparse;

weight _finalwt;

run;

data temp1; set results(keep=percent); run;

proc transpose data=temp1 out=prop; run;

data prop;

set prop(drop=_NAME_ _LABEL_);

simu=&s; run;

*Save alcohol data, linear predictor, beta, proportions in library mydata;

%if &s^=1 %then

%do; proc append base=mydata.allbetas data=betas; run;

proc append base=mydata.allxb data=alcoholxb; run;

proc append base=mydata.allprop data=prop; run;

%end;

%if &s=1 %then
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%do; data mydata.allbetas; set betas; run;

data mydata.allxb; set alcoholxb; run;

data mydata.allprop; set prop; run;

%end;

%end;

%mend simu;

%simu(&sim);

title "Simulation Results for &sim Sampled Data Sets with Weight";

proc means data=mydata.allbetas; run; title;

**Form a paired data set for being used in Stata;

proc sql;

create table pairs as

select a.simu,

a.zipid_new,

a.ID_J,

a.pfemale,

a.pgths,

a.pgt50,

a.pblack,

a.phisp,

a.pao,

a.page2,

a.page3,

a.page4,

a.xb as xb1,

a.drnkany as drnkany1,

a.female as female1,
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a.edu_h as edu_h1,

a.income_h as income_h1,

a.age2 as age21,

a.age3 as age31,

a.age4 as age41,

a.black as black1,

a.hisp as hisp1,

a.ao as ao1,

b.xb as xb2,

b.drnkany as drnkany2,

b.female as female2,

b.edu_h as edu_h2,

b.income_h as income_h2,

b.age2 as age22,

b.age3 as age32,

b.age4 as age42,

b.black as black2,

b.hisp as hisp2,

b.ao as ao2,

a._finalwt*b._finalwt as w_ijl

from mydata.allxb as a, mydata.allxb as b

where (a.simu=b.simu and a.zipid_new=b.zipid_new and a.ID_J<b.ID_J);

run;

*Export data sets to Stata;

%macro output();

%if &local=0 %then %do;

PROC EXPORT DATA= pairs
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OUTFILE="/home/zycai/originaldata/data/pairs.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

PROC EXPORT DATA= MYDATA.allbetas

OUTFILE="/home/zycai/originaldata/data/allbetas.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

PROC EXPORT DATA= MYDATA.allprop

OUTFILE="/home/zycai/originaldata/data/allprop.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN; %end;

%if &local=1 %then %do;

PROC EXPORT DATA= pairs

OUTFILE="C:OriginalData\data\pairs.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

PROC EXPORT DATA= MYDATA.allbetas

OUTFILE="C:\OriginalData\data\allbetas.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

PROC EXPORT DATA= MYDATA.allprop

OUTFILE="C:\OriginalData\data\allprop.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

%end;

%mend;

%output();

E.4 Stata Code for Estimating the Distribution of Random Effect Using the CPL
Method

set more off

program define getdist

set more off
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set memory 20g

set matsize 400

mat myest=J(400,2,.)

mat colname myest=mu_b var_b

forvalues i=1/100{

use "/home/zycai/originaldata/data/pairs.dta", clear

keep if simu==‘i’

gen final_id=_n

reshape long xb drnkany, i(final_id) j(pair_id)

gen pwt2=w_ijl/10000

gen pwt1=1

//Model: using CPL+GLLAMM so offset(xb) and b_i=delta_i are used.

gllamm drnkany, offset(xb) i(final_id) pweight(pwt) link(logit)

family(binomial) robust cluster(zipid_new) adapt

mat A = e(b)

mat myest[‘i’,1] = A[1,1]

mat myest[‘i’,2] = A[1,2]*A[1,2]

}

svmat myest, names(col)

keep mu_b var_b

drop if mu_b==.

gen simu=_n

sort simu

save "/home/zycai/originaldata/data/allmv.dta", replace

end

getdist

clear all
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exit

E.5 Stata Code for Computing Individual- and Neighborhood- Level Coefficients
and the Distribution of Random Effect Using the Census Method

set more off

program define getdist

set more off

set memory 20g

set matsize 400

mat myest=J(400,20,.)

mat colname myest=b_female b_edu b_income b_age2 b_age3 b_age4 b_black

b_hisp b_other b_pfemale b_pgths b_pgt50 b_page2 b_page3 b_page4

b_pblack b_phisp b_pother mu_b var_b

forvalues i=1/100{

use "/home/zycai/originaldata/data/pairs.dta", clear

keep if simu==‘i’

gen final_id=_n

reshape long drnkany female edu_h income_h age2 age3 age4 black hisp

ao, i(final_id) j(pair_id)

gen pwt2=w_ijl/10000

gen pwt1=1

//Model: using CPL+GLLAMM so offset(xb) and b_i=delta_i are used.

gllamm drnkany female edu_h income_h age2 age3 age4 black hisp ao

pfemale pgths pgt50 page2 page3 page4 pblack phisp pao, i(final_id)

pweight(pwt) link(logit) family(binomial) robust cluster(zipid) adapt

mat A = e(b)

mat myest[‘i’,1] = A[1,1]
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mat myest[‘i’,2] = A[1,2]

mat myest[‘i’,3] = A[1,3]

mat myest[‘i’,4] = A[1,4]

mat myest[‘i’,5] = A[1,5]

mat myest[‘i’,6] = A[1,6]

mat myest[‘i’,7] = A[1,7]

mat myest[‘i’,8] = A[1,8]

mat myest[‘i’,9] = A[1,9]

mat myest[‘i’,10]= A[1,10]

mat myest[‘i’,11]= A[1,11]

mat myest[‘i’,12]= A[1,12]

mat myest[‘i’,13]= A[1,13]

mat myest[‘i’,14]= A[1,14]

mat myest[‘i’,15]= A[1,15]

mat myest[‘i’,16]= A[1,16]

mat myest[‘i’,17]= A[1,17]

mat myest[‘i’,18]= A[1,18]

mat myest[‘i’,19]= A[1,19]

mat myest[‘i’,20]= A[1,20]*A[1,20]

}

svmat myest, names(col)

keep b_female b_edu b_income b_age2 b_age3 b_age4 b_black b_hisp

b_other b_pfemale b_pgths b_pgt50 b_page2 b_page3 b_page4

b_pblack b_phisp b_pother mu_b var_b

drop if mu_b==.

gen simu=_n

sort simu
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save "/home/zycai/originaldata/data/allparameters.dta", replace

end

getdist

clear all

exit

E.6 SAS Code for Computing Model-Based Standardized Proportions Using the
CPL Method

*************************************************************;

* Use: Computing model-based standardized proportions of people

* who drink alcohol, stratified by age group, using CPL method;

*************************************************************;

%let local=1;

%macro lib();

%if &local=0 %then

%do; libname mydata /home/zycai/originaldata/data/cpl; %end;

*for running on local computer;

%if &local=1 %then

%do; libname mydata "C:\OriginalData\data\cpl"; %end;

%mend;

%lib;

proc sort data=mydata.allmv; by simu; run;

proc sort data=mydata.allxb; by simu; run;

proc sort data=mydata.allbetas; by simu; run;

data alldata;

merge mydata.allxb mydata.allmv mydata.allbetas;

by simu; run;
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proc sort data=alldata; by simu; run;

%macro standardization(age2, age3, age4, num_int);

%if &age2=0 and &age3=0 and &age4=0 %then

%do; data stand_1(keep=simu age_1); %end;

%if &age2=1 and &age3=0 and &age4=0 %then

%do; data stand_2(keep=simu age_2); %end;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=1 and &age4=0 %then

%do; data stand_3(keep=simu age_3); %end;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=0 and &age4=1 %then

%do; data stand_4(keep=simu age_4); %end;

set alldata;

by simu;

if first.simu then do; sumw=0; sumwe=0; end;

item=female*b_female+edu_h*b_edu+income_h*b_income

+&age2*b_age2+&age3*b_age3+&age4*b_age4

+black*b_black+hisp*b_hisp+ao*b_ao;

sum=0;

do i=1 to &num_int;

bi=rand(’normal’,mu_b, sqrt(var_b));

sum=sum+exp(item+bi)/(1+exp(item+bi));

end;

expect=sum/&num_int;

sumw+_FINALWT; sumwe+_FINALWT*expect;

if last.simu then do;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=0 and &age4=0 %then

%do; age_1=sumwe/sumw; %end;

%if &age2=1 and &age3=0 and &age4=0 %then
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%do; age_2=sumwe/sumw; %end;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=1 and &age4=0 %then

%do; age_3=sumwe/sumw; %end;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=0 and &age4=1 %then

%do; age_4=sumwe/sumw; %end;

output;

end;

run;

%mend;

%let num_int=1000;

*Standardization to age group 1;

%let age2=0; %let age3=0; %let age4=0;

%standardization(&age2,&age3,&age4,&num_int);

*Standardization to age group 2;

%let age2=1; %let age3=0; %let age4=0;

%standardization(&age2,&age3,&age4,&num_int);

*Standardization to age group 3;

%let age2=0; %let age3=1; %let age4=0;

%standardization(&age2,&age3,&age4,&num_int);

*Standardization to age group 4;

%let age2=0; %let age3=0; %let age4=1;

%standardization(&age2,&age3,&age4,&num_int);

proc sort data=stand_1; by simu; run;

proc sort data=stand_2; by simu; run;

proc sort data=stand_3; by simu; run;

proc sort data=stand_4; by simu; run;

data allagec;
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merge stand_1 stand_2 stand_3 stand_4;

by simu;

d_age2=age_2-age_1;

d_age3=age_3-age_1;

d_age4=age_4-age_1;

label age_1=’Age 18~34’

age_2=’Age 35~54’

age_3=’Age 55~64’

age_4=’Age 65+’

d_age2=’Age 35~54 - Age 18~34’

d_age3=’Age 55~64 - Age 18~34’

d_age4=’Age 65+ - Age 18~34’;

run;

ods rtf file=’C:\OriginalData\expection_cpl.rtf’;

title1 "Model-based Standardization to the Proportion of Population";

title2 "Who Drink Alcohol, Stratified by Age Group, to Account for"

title3 "Unmeasured Confounding due to Cluster.";

proc means data=allagec maxdec=3;

var age_1 age_2 age_3 age_4 d_age2 d_age3 d_age4;

run;title;

ods rtf close;

E.7 SAS Code for Computing Model-Based Standardized Proportions Using the
Census Method

*************************************************************;

* Use: Computing model-based standardized proportions of people

* who drink alcohol, stratified by age agroup, using census
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* method;

*************************************************************;

%let local=1;

%macro lib();

%if &local=0 %then

%do; libname mydata /home/zycai/originaldata/data/cen; %end;

*for running on local computer;

%if &local=1 %then %do; libname mydata "C:\OriginalData\data\cen"; %end;

%mend;

%lib;

PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.ALLparameters

DATAFILE= "C:\OriginalData\data\cen\allparameters.dta"

DBMS=STATA REPLACE; RUN;

proc sort data=allparameters; by simu; run;

proc sort data=mydata.allxb; by simu; run;

data alldata;

merge mydata.allxb allparameters;

by simu; run;

proc sort data=alldata; by simu; run;

%macro standardization(age2, age3, age4, num_int);

%if &age2=0 and &age3=0 and &age4=0 %then

%do; data stand_1(keep=simu age_1); %end;

%if &age2=1 and &age3=0 and &age4=0 %then

%do; data stand_2(keep=simu age_2); %end;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=1 and &age4=0 %then

%do; data stand_3(keep=simu age_3); %end;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=0 and &age4=1 %then
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%do; data stand_4(keep=simu age_4); %end;

set alldata;

by simu;

if first.simu then do; sumw=0; sumwe=0; end;

item=female*b_female+edu_h*b_edu+income_h*b_income

+&age2*b_age2+&age3*b_age3+&age4*b_age4

+black*b_black+hisp*b_hisp+ao*b_other

+pfemale*b_pfemale+pgths*b_pgths+pgt50*b_pgt50

+page2*b_page2+page3*b_page3+page4*b_page4

+pblack*b_pblack+phisp*b_phisp+pao*b_pother;

sum=0;

do i=1 to &num_int;

bi=rand(’normal’,mu_b, sqrt(var_b));

sum=sum+exp(item+bi)/(1+exp(item+bi));

end;

expect=sum/&num_int;

sumw+_FINALWT; sumwe+_FINALWT*expect;

if last.simu then do;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=0 and &age4=0 %then

%do; age_1=sumwe/sumw; %end;

%if &age2=1 and &age3=0 and &age4=0 %then

%do; age_2=sumwe/sumw; %end;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=1 and &age4=0 %then

%do; age_3=sumwe/sumw; %end;

%if &age2=0 and &age3=0 and &age4=1 %then

%do; age_4=sumwe/sumw; %end;

output;
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end;

run;

%mend;

let num_int=1000;

*Standardization to age group 1;

%let age2=0; %let age3=0; %let age4=0;

%standardization(&age2,&age3,&age4,&num_int);

*Standardization to age group 2;

%let age2=1; %let age3=0; %let age4=0;

%standardization(&age2,&age3,&age4,&num_int);

*Standardization to age group 3;

%let age2=0; %let age3=1; %let age4=0;

%standardization(&age2,&age3,&age4,&num_int);

*Standardization to age group 4;

%let age2=0; %let age3=0; %let age4=1;

%standardization(&age2,&age3,&age4,&num_int);

proc sort data=stand_1; by simu; run;

proc sort data=stand_2; by simu; run;

proc sort data=stand_3; by simu; run;

proc sort data=stand_4; by simu; run;

data allagec;

merge stand_1 stand_2 stand_3 stand_4;

by simu;

d_age2=age_2-age_1;

d_age3=age_3-age_1;

d_age4=age_4-age_1;

label age_1=’Age 18~34’
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age_2=’Age 35~54’

age_3=’Age 55~64’

age_4=’Age 65+’

d_age2=’Age 35~54 - Age 18~34’

d_age3=’Age 55~64 - Age 18~34’

d_age4=’Age 65+ - Age 18~34’;

run;

ods rtf file=’C:\OriginalData\expection_cen.rtf’;

title1 "Model-based Standardization to the Proportions of Population";

title2 "Who Drinks Alcohol, stratified by Age Group, to Account for";

title3 " Unmeasured Confounding due to Cluster.";

proc means data=allagec maxdec=3;

var age_1 age_2 age_3 age_4 d_age2 d_age3 d_age4;

run;title;

ods rtf close;
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